
A God 791 

Chapter 791: Encountered by the 'Manghe Army' 

"It's not easy to kill these sergeants in groups." Wang Yi sighed. 

"Yeah, any ordinary team actually has a true god-level palace." Luo Feng also felt troubled. It is very 

difficult for a team of Law Masters to escape by relying on the true god-level palace. 

Wang Yi looked at the yellow badge in his hand. "It appears they are from the Union Army." 

The badge of the Eastern Army is blue, the badge of the Southern Army is red, the badge of the Western 

Army is white, and the badge of the Northern Army is yellow. You can sense the faction by approaching 

with the badge. Once the badge is refined, it cannot be removed at will. Because you lose the badge, 

you will be judged to be defeated! Even if you don't die, you have to accept a terrible punishment! 

"In addition to the badge, there are also several true god-level treasures." Those treasures were left by 

the sergeants who were killed. 

True god-level treasures that are extremely precious and rare in the outside world are very common in 

the world of Jin, especially in the army, as long as there is military merit, anything can be exchanged. 

A true god-level battle armor requires about 10,000 military merits in exchange. 

True God-level weapons are of different levels, the lower ones can be exchanged for 2,000 military 

merits, and the higher ones can be exchanged for millions of military merits. 

A true god-class warship requires a minimum of 50,000 military exploits. The second is the Soul Class 

Xeon and the Treasure, with a minimum of 30,000 military achievements, followed by the Domain Class, 

the Battle Armor class, and even the last attack class. Of course each category is special. The highest 

attack class also has a million military merit. The super-high palace class also has more than one million 

military merits. 

If you can enter the Blood River battlefield, you will have true god-level treasures on your body. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng didn't care much about these treasures, and divided them at will. 

Then the two of them took the True God-class warship and left. 

In the battleship, the two discuss previous battles. 

"That team, hiding in the depths of the swamp, is difficult to detect, but it controls the mechanical 

puppets to search around, whether it finds the enemy to take the initiative to attack, or avoids danger in 

advance, it is very useful." Luo Feng said, "This method is very safe. We can learn." 

"We can also use the swamp environment to hunt other teams." Wang Yi said. 

As it happens, there are mechanical puppets in the loot they loot. 

Mechanical puppets are also a category of ancient civilizations. They are divided into different levels 

according to the role of materials and the level of combat power. 
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There are even true god-level puppets, and the materials themselves are indestructible, even if the true 

**** of the void cannot be destroyed, of course, the true **** of the void is also difficult to afford. 

The kind used by ordinary sergeants in the army is just an ordinary mechanical puppet. It has no combat 

power, but its speed is flexible and the material is hard. It is equivalent to top-level treasure defense. 

Not afraid of damage, it is best to explore the surrounding environment. Some mechanical puppets are 

specially used for detection, which is much more convenient than the detection of powerhouses. 

With mechanical puppets, some dangers can also be avoided in advance. 

The middle island of the Blood River Battlefield is large enough to accommodate the sergeants of the 

four armies to fight here, but it is also very small and may encounter other wandering teams from time 

to time. 

… 

"Boom!" 

In a vast lake, a huge wave was set off at this moment. 

Two behemoths are fighting on the lake. 

From a distance, Wang Yi and Luo Feng watched the space-time distorted by the collision of two 

incomparably huge figures on the lake. 

One has twenty-four hooves, three dragon heads, and a pair of feathered scaly monsters, all surrounded 

by thunder and lightning. 

The other is a snake-like monster with a sinuous body, two heads in the front and back, and eight eyes, 

surrounded by a black storm like countless wind columns. 

The two towering monsters are 100 million kilometers high, and their every move is full of great power, 

and the surrounding space is constantly shaking. 

"This is the secret technique of joint combat in the army?" Luo Feng exclaimed. 

Just like the ancient inheritance method obtained by the God-Eye Clan at the time, the joint battle 

secret method of "Eternal True God" was formed. 

There are also joint combat secrets in the army, and they are more complete and high-end! 

Many Lords of Laws unite to perform, and can match or even defeat the true God! 

Of course, there are special legions, and there are more than one for various situations! 

Like Wang Yi and the others who had just joined the Yusu Army, they actually practiced with the Xueling 

team. Unfortunately, at that time, the Xueling team thought it was just an ordinary task, and they were 

willing to accept Wang Yi and the two new recruits. The 'Blood River Battlefield', which may even be 

more dangerous than the reincarnation level mission, was forced by the commander's order, the entire 

Yusu Army had to join the battlefield, and the Xueling team had a different attitude towards Wang Yi 

and the others! 



Wang Yi and the others were more direct and proposed to withdraw from the team in advance! 

"These two majestic monsters evolved from the joint efforts of two teams, perfectly combining the 

strength of each member of the team." Wang Yi watched carefully from a distance, and was amazed. 

"The strength of a single sergeant is not as good as that of a true god, but when combined, through the 

use of secret techniques, the power is greatly increased, and it feels almost the same as the giant axe 

that just got the axe." 

"sharp." 

"Bang!" "Bang!" "Bang!" The twenty-four hoofed three-headed beast stepped on the lake, and every 

step made the lake roar, causing thousands of waves. 

The snake monster on the opposite side opened its gloomy eyes, and the pair of eyes radiated light 

enough to make the space stagnate, and the surrounding space underwent special changes under its 

gaze. One after another, black wind columns with a length of millions and tens of millions of kilometers 

surround it. 

"Roar!" 

"Roar!" 

"Roar!" 

The three giant beasts opened their mouths, and each mouth spurted a dazzling column of lightning, 

shooting at the long snake monster on the opposite side. 

The endless black airflow swirls around the long snake monster winding over 100 million kilometers, 

turning into a vortex, and the lightning beam hits the vortex, trembling faintly. 

The two sides collided again. 

… 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng didn't dare to get too close. Although it was said that the two teams were 

fighting, but if they approached, they might be attacked by both sides at the same time, and at this 

distance, it was impossible to perceive that they belonged to the other camp. 

This time, there were four armies fighting on the island at the same time. The situation was 

complicated, and it was not surprising that three teams of three camps would attack one at the same 

time. 

Anyway, in addition to their own camp, others can attack. 

In addition to Wang Yi and Luo Feng, other teams were gradually attracted by the battle. 

"It's the joint combat secret techniques "Burning Thunder" and "Oblivion Snake"." A team with a white 

badge on its chest stopped by the lake and watched the battle from a distance. "Can display the second 

form of "Lightning Thunder" and "Oblivion Snake", it is estimated that they are all teams of special 

legions. " 



"Haha, if they lose both, the other teams will have a chance." There were five sturdy alien beast 

sergeants standing indifferently on a mountain, looking over here. 

Into the Blood River battlefield, it is generally in a squad mode. Some are also in groups of three or five. 

But not too many people. 

Because of the difficulty in distributing the spoils. 

Some who aim to capture the badge simply act on their own. 

In fact, not long after the battle, the two teams quickly separated. 

Finding that they could not do anything to their opponents, neither of the two teams had any intention 

of continuing the fight to the death. 

If there are no outsiders beside them, they may still fight to the death and die to decide the outcome. 

But in this environment surrounded by wolves, I don't know how many enemies are hidden in secret. It 

is very stupid to bleed desperately early. The two teams are very rational, and they don't want to work 

hard at this time to cheap others. 

Seeing that the two teams stopped fighting, some of the teams on the sidelines were a little 

disappointed, but it was not too surprising. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng are also discussing. 

"This joint combat secret technique is not easy to deal with." Wang Yi commented. 

If he did his best and used all the means, it would be easy to kill the team that used the secret form of 

joint combat. 

However, on the battlefield of the Blood River, the army was monitored everywhere, and some methods 

Wang Yi was inconvenient to use. 

Therefore, it is a bit tricky to deal with this "joint battle secret technique", which is also considered a 

powerful form of true God. 

Luo Feng nodded, "It's best to kill some of the team members or interfere with them before they use the 

secret joint combat technique." 

Regarding this, it is actually very simple. Wang Yi proposed to disrupt the opponent's formation with 

restraint treasures, and then the soul attack delayed the opponent's reaction time, followed the melee 

and rushed into the opponent's formation, entangled the opponent's teammates, and prevented the 

opponent from letting the opponent. Form a joint combat secret technique. 

In fact, many teams do this. As long as there is chaos in the fight, everyone can't take care of 

themselves, and naturally they can't draw their hands to form a joint combat secret technique. 

It's just that Wang Yi and Luo Feng have too few people, which is relatively troublesome. 

… 



At this time, more and more sergeants entered the middle island, and fierce confrontation broke out 

between the four armies in the south, south, north and west on the island. 

"kill!" 

The two teams were fighting in a forest. The towering giant trees with a height of one million kilometers 

could easily withstand the impact of the battle, but there were countless branches and leaves surging 

with the wind and sand. 

The battle was very fierce, but it went fast, and soon, as one side retreated, fled, chased and killed, the 

battle came to an end. 

"Xue Ling, let me just say, you and I will join forces to make it easier to survive in this **** river 

battlefield." Mo Gu, a man with dark muscles and braids, walked over with a smile on his face. "Why do 

you and I continue to fight, unity is strength." 

The blue-haired woman Xue Ling looked at him indifferently. 

The other team members were in high spirits and happily tidying up the battlefield. After some killings, 

although some of them were injured, they did not fall down, and they gained a lot. They were really 

happy. 

Some sergeants were still talking. 

"Lambert, I heard that the two recruits you just joined were kicked out, right?" 

"The two recruits quit automatically, but we didn't drive them out." 

"Hehe, is that so? I thought you, Captain Xue Ling, valued it very much and couldn't bear it." 

"What did you say, Zihe? I said that the two recruits quit automatically, but it wasn't that Lord Xue Ling 

forced them to quit, and Lord Xue Ling deliberately kept them, but those two recruits were too stupid to 

accept Xue Ling. Lord Ling's kindness." 

"Oh? How stupid?" 

"It is estimated that they have already died somewhere on the battlefield." 

The sergeants in Xue Ling's team did not think that Luo Feng and Wang Yi, two new recruits who had just 

joined the army, could survive the dangerous **** battlefield. It's just that they don't care either. 

The most important thing is to survive. 

… 

It was still in the swamp, and a warship was flying under the swamp in the depths. Wang Yi and Luo Feng 

were in the warship, and they controlled the mechanical puppets to explore around. 

It is very safe in the true god-class warship, and there is no need to worry about being attacked 

suddenly, so the two are still in the mood to get together for tea. 



"I don't know how many Law Masters this **** warship has gathered. We have met several teams this 

month alone." Luo Feng drank slowly while holding a china teacup made from the earth, "However, 

those teams They are all very careful, and the results are not great." 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng are very powerful, one-on-one, and they are not afraid of any existence in the 

Lord of Laws. But that doesn't mean they are really invincible and can kill indiscriminately. 

A group of elite law masters, plus a bunch of treasures, can fight against the true gods, not to mention 

them who hide their strength. 

For example, "Donghua", which has never been seen in the world of Jin, Wang Yi didn't even dare to 

display it deliberately, and only dared to use a little mystery in the movement technique. 

The few teams they encountered were numerous. Wang Yi and Luo Feng suddenly attacked and killed 

them, but they only killed some of the law masters. Even if they were besieged with treasures, they 

could not all stay. 

Of course, there were also two people who were deliberately besieged and then killed. 

"Blood River Battlefield will last for 10,000 years. It's no problem for us to collect a hundred badges." 

Wang Yi was in a good mood. In this **** battlefield, he can get a lot of treasures, and then exchange 

them for military merit, and then openly exchange them for other heritage treasures in the army. 

"The 100% sign-in card with the highest reward will be used in Wuqilou." Wang Yi was at ease. "Lie 

Yuanshu, I should be able to get it, maybe I can pack the entire Wuqilou and take it away." 

It's like the boat of the tomb that he packed and took away and the inheritance in it. 

The check-in has always been cool, and the check-in has always been cool, but now the sign-in that has 

obviously helped Wang Yi's strength has rarely appeared. 

In the **** river battlefield, each team takes different actions. Some of them stay in the same place, not 

only for safety, but also to set traps. Convenient, most of the time wandering around the swamp. 

Of course, those who dare to take the initiative to attack are generally very strong teams. 

Wang Yi and the others dare to do this because they are very confident. 

One or two teams alone are not enough to frighten them. It would be different if there were thousands 

of Law Lords. 

Both want to collect all 100 badges before the final battle in ten thousand years, and then they can 

avoid the Legion. 

There are many teams who think like them, and no one wants to be cannon fodder. 

Large-scale battles of the army are all swept away by a large area. If you are not careful, you will become 

cannon fodder. No matter how strong the individual strength is, the Lord of the Law is also powerless in 

the war of countless Law Lords, and it is difficult to support it alone. 

An ancient warship moved quietly in the swamp. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com 



On the top are mechanical puppets running around. 

In the Battle of Blood River, Wang Yi and the others wanted to sneak attack on others, and others 

wanted to sneak attack on him. It depends on who has the strongest detection ability, who has the 

strongest concealment ability, and whose strategy is strong! Not stupid. The mechanical puppets only 

play a warning role, which can be used by any team, and there will even be cases where the two 

mechanical puppets find each other. 

How to choose at this time is up to their own judgment. 

"Master, found a target." In the swamp tens of millions of kilometers away from Wang Yi and the others, 

there was also a warship, and a group of powerful law masters gathered in the warship. 

They are all wearing a layer of dark red armor, and there is a "strange python" head shape on the head 

war helmet, and there are circles of black lines on the dark red war armor. 

This is the true god-level standard battle armor of the Eastern Army Special Corps "Manghe Army"! 

Chapter 792: 4 armies battle 

"Discover the enemy?" The face of the Manghe Army was thin, and the woman with a pair of gloomy 

eyes that looked like a poisonous scorpion raised her head. Other teammates also looked over. "Have 

you found anything?" 

"Yes, but I don't know if it is an enemy." The woman nodded. 

"Our Manghe Army is not afraid of any enemy." Some sergeants said proudly. 

A total of 38 sergeants are gathered here. None are weak. 

There are four armies in the world of Jin, each of which has many special armies. 

Like the Yusu Army of the Southern Army, there are four teams, and each team has more than ten 

teams. 

Other special corps, similar. 

This team belonged to the second team of the First Brigade of the Manghe Army of the Eastern Army. 

At the same time, the mechanical puppet on Wang Yi's side also found the target. 

"Puppet?" Wang Yi raised his brows. 

Luo Feng looked at Wang Yi. 

When a puppet is found, it means that there must be someone nearby. 

Either an enemy or a teammate. In fact, the four armies on the island were fighting in chaos, and the 

proportion of the other three parties was higher. 

"In the past." Wang Yi said. 

Whether it is an enemy or not, go and see to find out. 
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When the distance is close, you can naturally sense the wearer's badge breath. When the badge leaves 

the owner, it will lose this breath. Coupled with the strict discipline of the Fourth Army, it is impossible 

to eat inside and out. Because this war is about the face of the Fourth Army. Every army must do its 

best. 

The two warships approached quickly. 

"call!" 

"call!" 

Two figures flew out of the warship, and a group of powerful figures appeared on the other side. 

"Boom!" 

The real god-level treasure field is covered and oppressed! 

"Haha, it's from the Southern Army! I have already sensed the breath of their badges!" There was 

laughter from the opposite side. 

Wang Yi also controlled the real god-level treasure field to resist. 

"East Army? Manghe Army?" Wang Yiyao looked at the dark red armor and black patterns on the 

opponent's body. On the head of the battle helmet, there was a "strange python" head shape, with all 

kinds of strange looks, including tribal warriors and alien beasts. They all have cyan badges on them. 

"Look at the standard armor on your body, you belong to the Yusu Army of the Southern Army, right?" 

said a red alien beast in the Manghe Army, "Why are there only two of you?" They remained vigilant. 

"It's just the two of us," Wang Yi said. 

"Tobias, what should we do? There are only two opponents, and they are probably not the general 

masters of the law. Should we do it?" 

This Manghe Army team is also divided into several groups. 

"There are only two people, how can we escape?" A strange beast with a silver-white scaled body, 

exuding a cold and ferocious aura growled, "We are the Manghe Army! We are a noble special army! 

We have a small team! To the legendary master of the top law, we will not necessarily fail!" 

"Yes, we have dozens of people, and the other party is only two people. We use all kinds of means to 

surround and kill them. I don't believe it. Any two of them are the masters of the incomparable law, able 

to block our siege. !" 

"Then let's do it!" 

"If you want to do it, you have to be fast. You can't let them hide in the palace treasure. Otherwise, it 

will be a lot of trouble." 

The Manghe Army team quickly reached a consensus. 

"Luo Feng, there are 38 sergeants on the opposite side." Here, Wang Yi and Luo Feng still have time to 

talk and laugh. "Kill more than anyone? Bet the badge?" 



"Forget it." Luo Feng didn't accept the move, Wang Yi was much stronger than himself, and he had more 

means, so the probability of winning was too small. 

"They're going to start." Wang Yi said suddenly. 

The dozens of sergeants on the opposite side rushed over at this time. Several of the sergeants let out a 

cry, and countless golden threads burst out from their bodies. There were electric lights flashing 

between the golden threads, turning into an overwhelming golden net to surpass the sky. The speed of 

imagination shrouded the two of them. 

Some sergeants of alien beasts have colorful bells one by one, all the bells swaying together, making a 

pleasant sound, like a magic sound, swaying in this space. 

Also, take out the bone scepter, and a giant drum, beat it hard, the thunder-like sound vibrates, and the 

space also vibrates. If the Lord of Law hears this sound, his consciousness will be affected. 

More sergeants seemed to be streaks of lightning in mid-air, slashing towards the two of them. 

"You don't actually use the secret joint battle technique." Luo Feng was a little surprised. 

"The secret technique of joint combat is usually used only by two teams fighting. It is a method of 

collective fighting. This team wants to quickly surround and kill us. Of course, dozens of people 

swarming up is much faster than a joint attack." Wang Yi shook his head. "Let's go too." 

"Kill!" These sergeants of the Manghe Army are all rushing to each other, because the distribution of 

spoils is based on performance. advantage, win. 

A tribal law master with green leaves all over his body whistled and flew over, and green vines spread 

out one after another, extending one hundred thousand, one million kilometers long, entangling from all 

directions. 

A tall, burly and strong man held a black hammer in six arms, and the six black hammers smashed over 

with black air waves. The space seemed to be smashed, and his eyes were full of murderous intent. 

The scorpion-like shelled beast swung its long tail that looked like a soft whip on its back, and whistled 

directly into an arc to beat Wang Yi, which was strange and unpredictable. 

Some even took out a "mirror", and the beam of light emitted by the mirror caused bursts of twisted 

ripples in the beam of light. 

Although every sergeant shot, but they cooperated very well, there was a seamless feeling. 

Burning divine power secrets, proficient in military inheritance, possessing all kinds of powerful 

treasures, and extremely rich combat experience, any master of the law is stronger than the so-called 

sixth-order universe master of the universe sea! 

When they join forces, even a true **** can besieged and killed! 

In a blink of an eye, this space has been enveloped by a violent attack. 

... 



boom! At this time, regardless of whether Wang Yi or Luo Feng's body changed instantly, the color of 

the surface of the Golden Claw God, as a mechanical treasure, could change at will. I saw that Wang Yi 

instantly turned into a black-red humanoid monster, while Luo Feng turned dark gold. The burning 

divine power spurred the Golden Claw God... Instantly, the speed, defense, resistance, and attack of the 

two of them soared by two levels. 

"It's good to come!" Wang Yi and Luo Feng, who were covered in black, red or gold and turned into a tall 

humanoid monster with a mask, rushed out at the same time. 

One person one direction. 

"Kill!" Wang Yi's figure was like electricity, avoiding the vines, like the most flexible fish swimming in 

space, none of those so-called attacks came to his side, and sometimes the speed suddenly changed, 

and they appeared on the battlefield on the other side. 

As for the soul attack, Wang Yi ignored it. 

"Our soul attack is actually ineffective?" Those sergeants who performed soul attack were depressed. 

"Could it be an energy life? Soul attack doesn't work?" 

"His speed is amazing, and his movement skills are also very powerful." The melee sergeant's attacks all 

failed, and he was extremely shocked. "These two sergeants, so perverted?" Those sergeants were 

shocked when they looked at the ghostly Wang Yi and Luo Feng. 

It is hard to imagine the mentality of ordinary people seeing that someone can dodge bullets. 

When Wang Yi was dodging the attack, the fog knife in his claws also fiercely slashed at the nearby 

sergeant. 

The sergeant's divine body that was hit was rapidly weakened, and they were so frightened that they 

quickly retreated and used the treasure that restored divine power. 

"What? The attack is so terrible!" The sergeants who were besieging were all blinded. "How is that 

possible? It's just a matter of strong movement skills, no matter how you attack..." 

"The scorpion king is the most powerful among us, comparable to ordinary true gods, and he can't stop 

a knife!" 

"How can it be so strong? Certainly, his sword must be a mechanical treasure, it must be a mechanical 

treasure." The next group of law masters who fought head-on would be easily defeated by a law master. 

They immediately understood that the Lord of Laws used a mechanical treasure, and the sword was a 

mechanical treasure like the armor on his body! Through the operation of the mechanical center in the 

war blade, the combat power far exceeded that of the Lord of the Law. 

"Using two mechanical flow treasures at the same time? Can he afford it with his divine power?" 

"Consume! Consume him to death!" 

"Hold him! Otherwise, there is no way to besiege!" 

"Your opponent is me!" A purple lightning appeared beside Wang Yi in an instant, as fast as a phantom. 



"Huh?" Wang Yi noticed the purple metal wings exuding blue glow on the opponent's body, and there 

were silver patterns entwined on the wings. "Mechanical treasure? It looks like it's still speed." 

"You have a mechanical treasure, the Golden Claw God, right?" The alien beast sergeant grinned, "It 

seems that you are not ordinary if you can exchange a mechanical treasure. Unfortunately, although the 

Golden Claw God is comprehensive, the speed is not as good as mine. 'Purple Winged Stork'." 

"Really?" Wang Yi grinned. 

"Of course, as long as I entangle you, you will not be able to escape, and you will surely die." The alien 

beast sergeant said confidently. 

There are various types of mechanical treasures, some are good at bursting, some are good at attacking, 

some are escaping, some are bound, some are defensive... 

This 'Purple Winged Stork' of the alien beast sergeant is the leader of the speed class mechanical 

treasure. The escape is first-class, and the speed is extremely fast, even if the true gods are not 

necessarily able to catch up. 

Has a complete ancient civilization, especially in mechanical treasures, very good at! 

Even a master of the universe can reach the tenth-order combat power in the magic of burning magic 

and mechanical treasures. In the sea of cosmos... this is the combat power of the original ancestor. 

Actually this is normal. The mechanical treasure, at the master level of the law, has the power of 

leapfrog battle! 

And there are also true gods who use mechanical treasures to leapfrog to challenge the true gods of the 

void, but they are rare. 

The Void True God is comparable to the Eternal True God? less. 

"Chichi~~~" A pair of huge black wings quickly appeared on Wang Yi's back, and there were black 

ribbons on the edges of the black wings. 

"What?" The alien beast sergeant was so frightened that his expression changed. 

"Three mechanical treasures?" 

Wang Yi has three mechanical treasures, one of which is the Black Cloud Wing, which is good at 

escaping, has strong defense, and is good at restraining and trapping enemies. The disadvantage is that 

its attack power is weak. 

But in the current situation, it just restrained this alien beast sergeant. 

The alien sergeant wanted to hide, but in order to contain Wang Yi, he got too close. 

Wow~~~ Hundreds of black ribbons with huge black wings quickly broke through the sky and shrouded 

the past. No matter how fast the alien beast sergeant was, it couldn't be as fast as this weapon. He only 

felt that the sky and the earth suddenly darkened...He looked up. At a glance, I saw the black ribbons 

that looked like huge snakes, shrouded in an instant. 



"Get out of the way! Void cone!" The alien beast sergeant roared, and a nearly transparent cone-shaped 

weapon appeared, with divine power burning on his body, completely integrating into the void cone! 

Void cones appeared in the surrounding space in an instant, "Break it for me!" With the roar of the alien 

beast sergeant, the void cone was like a sharp cone, and the surging and burning divine energy made 

this void cone amazingly powerful. Roots of void cones roared out, frantically stabbing the surrounding 

black ribbons. 

The surrounding black ribbons threw back a little, but despite this delay, a large number of black ribbons 

had already formed a huge black sphere, completely surrounding the alien beast sergeant. 

When the alien sergeant saw this scene, his face turned ashen. 

Wang Yi had already rushed over with a laugh. Fast to the extreme. "How can you fight me in such a 

narrow space?" 

"I don't believe that you can control so many mechanical treasures, how long can it last?" The alien 

beast sergeant growled. "My teammates are attacking outside, your mechanical treasure won't last 

long!" 

There was a violent shock outside the black cloud. Obviously, those sergeants found their comrades 

trapped inside and attacked frantically. 

The black ribbons kept denting, but they recovered immediately. Strong toughness and great power! 

This is the characteristic of Black Cloud Wing! 

"It's enough to kill you!" There was a cold sneer at the corner of Wang Yi's mouth. 

The alien beast sergeant wanted to control the void cone to resist, but suddenly he was in a trance, as if 

a bottomless abyss appeared and sucked its consciousness into it. 

"No, it's a soul attack!" It realized. 

"Boom!" Wang Yi's fog knife had already landed on it! The alien beast sergeant was smashed into the air 

without any resistance. If it wasn't for the Manghe Army-style True God Battle Armor on it, this sword 

would have damaged its divine body! 

Even so, it can't take many knives. 

"How could this happen!" The alien beast sergeant was terrified. "As the captain of the Second Squad of 

the First Brigade of the Special Corps of the Manghe Army, I have worked hard for so long, and finally, I 

exchanged military merit for one mechanical treasure. How could he have three?" 

On the other side~www.mtlnovel.com~ Luo Feng did not encounter a very fast enemy, and was 

surrounded by a few sergeants with weak defenses. On Luo Feng. 

He also took a peek at Wang Yi's side, "Black Cloud Wing? It seems that Wang Yi wants to fight quickly, 

so I have to speed up." A cold light flashed in Luo Feng's eyes. 

Like a dark-golden humanoid monster, a large number of black ribbons also erupted on his body, 

wrapping around several sergeants around him. 



"not good!" 

"Why does he have it too!" The sergeants panicked. I want to avoid it, but even the alien sergeant with a 

mechanical treasure that is good at speed can't avoid it. How can they dodge? Several sergeants were 

immediately entangled in black ribbons and struggled frantically. 

"Kill!" Luo Feng's right golden claws were slightly raised and slightly bent, especially those five claws 

were like curved scimitars. Grab it towards a terrified sergeant. 

Chapter 793: Kill the King 

In the black cloud wings that turned into a black spherical cage, Wang Yi was frantically attacking the 

alien beast sergeant, and the alien beast sergeant let out a roar of unwillingness and despair. Can't 

resist! Oblivion soon! 

Wang Yi took away the armor, weapons and treasures that were left behind after the divine body of the 

alien beast dissipated. 

"Wow..." Hundreds of black ribbons spread out, revealing Wang Yi alone. 

"The captain is dead." 

"The captain was killed." 

"How can it be." 

Seeing that only Wang Yi appeared, all the sergeants of the Manghe Army around were terrified. 

At this time, Luo Feng had just killed a sergeant of the Manghe Army. 

"Withdraw! We are not their opponents!" Realizing that the situation was not good, a woman in the 

Manghe Army with a thin face and cold eyes, like a poisonous scorpion, shouted hurriedly. 

This Manghe Army team had no intention of fighting and escaped quickly one by one. 

"Do not!" 

"Don't leave us behind!" 

"help me!" 

There were also some sergeants of the Manghe Army who were trapped. Seeing this scene, they were 

all desperate. 

But their teammates gave them up decisively and quickly disappeared into the sky. 

The remaining sergeant of the Manghe Army was quickly killed by Wang Yi and Luo Feng. 

"I killed five." Wang Yi put away the spoils and badges. 

"I also killed five." Luo Feng said, and shook his head again, "But only that alien sergeant captain has a 

mechanical treasure." He was somewhat envious of Wang Yi's harvest. The value of the "Purple Cloud 

Stork" alone is more than the sum of the treasures on the five sergeants. 
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"I feel like I've already mastered the third level of "Destruction"." Wang Yi said with emotion, "If I can 

gather enough military merit during the Bloody River Battlefield, then I can exchange the third level of 

the magic burning secret technique in the army." 

"In the battle just now, I also had a lot of inspiration. My swordsmanship may soon break through to a 

new realm." Luo Feng had a hint of hope on his face. 

All in all, both have something to gain. 

… 

Killing is going on all the time on the island. The masters of countless laws of the four armies in the 

south, east, and northwest fought life-and-death battles on the vast island for military merit and glory. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng also hunted around the island. The strength of the two people is the first-class 

strength among the masters of the law, plus a mechanical treasure, mastering the second-level magic 

burning secret technique, few sergeants are their opponents. 

Of course, sometimes there will be some dangerous situations, such as being surrounded and killed by 

several teams, and in the case of forming a joint combat secret technique, even Wang Yi and Luo Feng 

can only choose to give up. 

"That phantom just now is the eternal true god?" In the true god-level palace, Wang Yi and Luo Feng 

talked about the encounter just now. "It feels much more terrifying than the joint display of several 

Gods of the God-Eye Race." 

"It's really difficult for those teams to use the secret joint combat technique, unless they don't get a 

chance to join forces in the first place." Luo Feng also sighed. 

Logically speaking, when Wang Yi and Luo Feng used the seventh-order secret technique on the 

battlefield, they could completely reach the tenth-order attack level with the help of divine power 

burning secret technique and mechanical treasures! 

This is almost the pinnacle of the Master of the World Law of Jin. 

The attack has reached such a terrifying level. If it is the Lord of the Law without the True God Battle 

Armor, it will be instantly killed! 

However, in the Blood River Battlefield, the most important thing is the sergeant of the special legion 

with the true god-style armor. Their means of protecting their lives are much stronger, and even if Wang 

Yi and Luo Feng wanted to kill them, they would have to spend a little effort. 

If they used the joint combat secret technique, the overall power would reach an astonishing level. 

Although Wang Yi and Luo Feng were not afraid, they couldn't do anything about them. The joint 

combat secrets are perfect, not only are they good at fighting, but also good at defense. Even if two 

people are besieged, it is difficult to break the defense of a team that insists on defending. 

Of course, relying on individual strengths forced a special army team to jointly use secret techniques to 

save their lives. The two of them are also proud of themselves. On the battlefield of the blood river, this 

kind of sergeant is the king of slaughter. One person is more than a small team. fear! Even in the entire 



army, this sergeant is the most elite existence! It is possible to run rampant on the battlefield of the 

blood river! 

Some of the more powerful sergeants and teams are so famous that they even spread to other armies. 

Also let those who roam the middle island be careful not to provoke them. 

… 

Blood River Battlefield, southern island, Confederate army barracks station. 

The square is bustling and bustling. 

There are even sergeants who exchange treasures that are useful to them here. 

"True God armor is for sale, those who are interested will discuss it!" 

"Recruit team members!" 

"All kinds of treasures will do, you need badges to exchange! As long as the number is enough, there are 

also mechanical treasures!" 

Some sergeants also gathered to exchange information. 

"Have you heard? On the island in the middle of the Frozen Territory, more than 100 teams of the 

Eastern Army and the Northern Army broke out there a while ago, and many people died." 

"I was also there, and several teams were directly defeated." 

"Not long after the Battle of Blood River started, it was so intense. I don't know how many people will 

die in the final battle." 

A team in the distance flew in from outside the barracks in dismay, and it was the seventh team of the 

fourth brigade of the Yusu Army with fewer members. 

"Mogu, in the previous battle, you actually used our people as a shield!" The blue-haired woman Xue 

Ling's face was ashen. The sergeants behind her were also very angry. 

"Xue Ling, you can't blame me. Who would have known that there were actually two special regiment 

teams on the opposite side." Mo Gu argued. "At that time, the situation was critical, and I could only 

save the lives of my team members first." 

"Four of us died here, and only two of yours died, so it's really easy to calculate." The white-eyed girl 

sneered. 

"We all have losses, who makes you weaker." A sergeant in Mogu hummed. Let the sergeant on Xue 

Ling's side glared angrily. 

"You have to compensate us for our losses. We will get 70% of the spoils of this trip." Xue Ling gritted 

her teeth. 

Mogu suddenly stopped working here. 

"Qicheng? What are you kidding?" 



"Whoever contributes more in the battle, whoever gets more, is pre-determined. As for the death, you 

can only blame yourself for being unlucky!" 

"Xue Ling, you want too much." Mo Gu's expression turned cold as he stared at the blue-haired woman 

opposite. "70%, absolutely impossible." 

"In this case, it's pointless for us to stay, we can only ask to quit!" Xue Ling's voice was cold, her words 

surprised the team members who followed, and some sergeants said hesitantly: "Lord Xue Ling, quitting 

at this time is a good idea. Isn't it too reckless?" In the blood river battlefield, it is not easy to find a 

suitable team. 

"I have my own opinion." Xue Ling ignored it and just stared at Mo Gu coldly. 

Mo Gu was also slightly startled, and then said: "If you want to quit, I can't help it, but I advise you to 

stay calm and don't put all of us in a dangerous situation because of this, splitting up at this time is 

nothing to you and me. benefit." 

"Even if you don't quit, who knows if you will use us as cannon fodder next time? Let us die?" Xue Ling's 

voice was low, she was really angry that Mo Gu used her team members as shields, this time she had to 

say something . 

The two sergeants faced off there, attracting the attention of those next to them. 

"Is this a disagreement within the team?" 

"Another team fell out." 

"Looking at them, they must have lost the battle." 

The sergeant next to him was surprised. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng, who were resting in the military camp, passed by and saw this scene. 

"Wang Yi, look, it's from Mogu and Xueling." Luo Feng said, "They are a few less people than before, and 

they seem to be arguing there." 

Wang Yi's eyes swept away. "It's a few less." The current situation of the fourth team and the seventh 

team of the Yusu Army is much more embarrassing than when they left. Some of the gods are very 

weak, and their injuries are obviously not minor. 

"The seven teams should join forces after we left." Luo Feng shook his head. "However, it seems that 

they are not very optimistic." 

Wang Yi nodded, "On the Blood River battlefield, the special army cannot guarantee absolute safety, 

and casualties are normal." 

At this time, the quarrel between Mogu and Xueling seemed to be at the last moment. The two sides 

seemed to have collapsed, and the two teams separated directly and parted ways. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng just watched quietly from a distance. 

"Captain, those two people there." A sergeant beside Mo Gu reminded. 



Mo Gu, who was not in a good mood, looked at it at a glance, then was startled. "The two recruits?" He 

was a little surprised. "They are still alive." 

"Several people in our team died, but the two of them are actually fine." Mo Gu frowned, "It seems that 

they should hide in the barracks and dare not go out." 

"What a coward." 

"So afraid of death, I dare to join the special army." 

"Sooner or later you will die." 

The sergeants around Mogu were talking a lot at this time. They had just suffered a defeat, and they 

were in a state of embarrassment at the moment. It was not pleasing to the eye to see the two recruits 

enjoying themselves and being safe. 

"It can't be said that with their strength, they can still survive for a while in the military camp. If they go 

out, they may die." Mo Gudan smiled. "However, it doesn't look like they joined the other teams." Mo 

Gu walked towards the two of them, and the other sergeants were startled and followed behind. 

"Jiujiang, the Milky Way." 

Just as Wang Yi and Luo Feng turned to leave, they heard a voice behind them. 

"Captain Mogu?" Wang Yi and Luo Feng stopped. 

"Jiujiang, Yinhe." Mogu came over and said with a smile, "I haven't seen you for a while. It seems that 

you haven't joined other teams yet?" 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at each other, "Thank you Captain for your concern, we are used to acting 

alone." 

"Stupid!" Mo Gu scolded, "You two act alone, how can you be guaranteed in the Blood River Battlefield? 

Any team can kill you." 

"For the sake of you being a member of our team, I will give you a chance to join our team, and you can 

also go out to the barracks to do military exploits." The captain's condescending attitude. 

Luo Feng's mouth twitched. 

Wang Yi smiled, "The captain seemed to have a trouble with Lord Xue Ling and the others before?" 

"That's because they are short-sighted and have no pattern!" Mo Gu's face turned cold, "At this time, do 

you think it would be more beneficial to join another team? The situation they face will only get worse!" 

He looked at Wang Yi and Luo Feng , "Jiujiang, Yinhe, although you are new recruits, I am willing to 

accept you into my team, I believe you will make wise choices." 

Wang Yi said, "Captain, I'm sorry, we'd better act alone." 

Without waiting for Mogu to say anything, Wang Yi and Luo Feng flew away. 

Mo Gu didn't expect that the olive branch he handed out 'well-meaning' was actually ignored by two 

recruits who looked down on him. 



"These two idiots! They really don't know how to live or die!" Mo Gu was full of anger. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng, who had left, were also talking. 

"This Mogu is also worthy of recruiting us?" 

"I'm afraid to use us as cannon fodder." 

Both Wang Yi and Luo Feng disdained the Mogu team. 

… 

time flies. 

There are constantly sergeants falling on the battlefield of Blood River, and there are constantly the Lord 

of Laws joining in from outside. 

The middle island has been completely reduced to a battlefield for the four armies to fight. 

"Go to hell!" 

"kill!" 

Teams are fighting here, all kinds of secret techniques, mechanical treasures, joint combat secret 

techniques... all appear here to collide fiercely. 

The central area of the middle island is a place where relatively powerful teams dare to enter, where 

many powerful masters gather. 

this day. 

The barracks on the southern island, in the square, "Om!" The towering red stone pillar that was 

standing quietly suddenly glowed. 

Those sergeants who stayed on the square discovered it immediately, and the entire barracks also saw 

the light of the red stone pillars. 

"what?" 

"what happened?" 

"Why did the stone pillars in the square suddenly glow?" 

Figures appeared one after another, staring in amazement at the red stone pillar emitting a dazzling 

light. 

The huge red stone pillars that are trillions of kilometers high can be seen everywhere in the military 

camp, and the abnormality here quickly caused a commotion among the sergeants. 

In the light, golden letters emerged from the red stone pillars. 

"Southern Army, Yusu Army, Jiujiang, number of badges: 101." 

The entire barracks was silent for a while, and everyone looked at the fonts on the stone pillars. 



"Southern Army, Yusu Army, Jiujiang, number of badges: 101." 

Every sergeant looked at this text message in shock. 

Then the entire military camp was like a hot oil pan dripping with ice water, and it boiled instantly! 

Whoa! 

"Anyone in our Confederate Army got 100 badges?" 

"It turns out that more than 100 badges will appear on the stone pillars of this square!" 

"Awesome! How long did it take to get 100 badges!" 

"Southern Army, Yusu Army! Jiujiang? Who is this character? Why have I never heard of it?" 

"I'm from Yusujun, but I've never heard the name Jiujiang." 

"I'm from the first brigade of Yusu Army, and I don't have this character in my team." 

This was the first sergeant who appeared in the Confederate Army to receive 100 badges, and it was 

also the first name Shizhu came up with. The news quickly spread throughout the entire Confederate 

Army. com caused a huge sensation! 

Yusujun, Jiujiang! This name is also familiar to countless sergeants! Countless people are discussing the 

name. 

"To be able to win 100 badges so quickly, must be an extremely powerful master of the law!" Everyone 

thought so! 

On the square, a team that has just formed, the Xueling team is also there. 

They stared at the stone pillar dumbfoundedly, listening to the excited discussions beside them. 

"Yu Sujun, Jiujiang?" The white-eyed girl couldn't help rubbing her eyes. "Could it be our new recruit?" 

"Or does Yusujun have a second one named Jiujiang?" Some sergeants guessed. 

They were all unbelievable. 

To be able to stand out among the numerous legions and sergeants of the Southern Army, and the first 

to win 100 badges, is definitely the kind of supreme existence with the highest strength in the entire 

army! 

This kind of extreme existence has ever appeared in their team? 

Chapter 794: Final Showdown! 

Blood River Battlefield, the middle island. 

After the number of badges reached 100, Wang Yi received a message from his sergeant badge. 

【sergeant! Congratulations, you have met the requirements of our Blood River Battlefield! 】 

[You are eligible to compete for the reserve sergeant position in the Eternal Legion. 】 
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[The Eternal Legion is the most special one among the countless legions in the Jin world! 】 

[The leaders of other special legions are all Void True Gods! 】 

[And the leaders of the Eternal Legion are four great generals! 】 

[Those who can join the Eternal Legion are the best among the Lords of Laws! 】 

[It is very difficult to join the Eternal Legion, but the Blood River Battlefield is an opportunity for you! 】 

[Before the end of the Blood River Battlefield, the top 100 sergeants in the stone pillars of each army 

can join the Eternal Army and become a reserve sergeant! After three more army mission screenings, 

you can become a full sergeant! 】 

[Become a reserve sergeant, you can get 100,000 military merits! Become an official sergeant, you can 

get millions of military merit! 】 

[Each official sergeant of the Eternal Legion is the best seed in the Lord of Laws. They have all received 

the best training. It is easy to become a true god, and many have broken through to become a true **** 

of the void! 】 

[So, work hard, sergeant, in order to become a glorious Eternal Legion warrior, go and fight! 】 

Then, there are some other notes. 

Wang Yi read this message, and then showed it to Luo Feng. 

"The Eternal Legion? The most special of the many special legions? It belongs to the direct leadership of 

the four generals?" Luo Feng was also shocked. 

"I didn't expect that collecting badges in this **** battlefield would actually have such a benefit." Wang 

Yi sighed, "Those ordinary sergeants probably don't know that, compared with those trophies and 

treasures, joining the Eternal Legion and being trained may be more valuable. " 

"This is our chance." Luo Feng was also very interested. "Join the Eternal Legion!" 

"I'm still 17 badges short." Luo Feng looked at Wang Yi. "Next time, I have to fight for more badges." 

Badges are limited. For example, Wang Yi won the badge and after certification, the badge was given to 

others, and others could not record his achievements. 

Only unauthenticated badges can be transferred to others. 

"Go on." Wang Yi had confidence in his eyes. If the strength is weak, then fearful and cautious. Such as 

those ordinary soldiers, accidentally killed. If the strength is strong, such as Wang Yi and others, it is easy 

and comfortable, just need to be careful not to be too turbulent, be wary of the opponent's large army, 

and not be besieged by the enemy. You can run the blood river battlefield. 

… 

There is no airtight wall in the world, and soon, the benefits of the badge spread out, making many 

sergeants jealous. 



After the first sergeant to register at the stone pillar, the battle for the badge intensified. 

Every sergeant tried his best to get more badges. 

Soon, the second badge number reached 100. It was not Luo Feng, but a sergeant named 'Kas' from the 

Eastern Army's 'Milun Army'. 

The third one is not Luo Feng, but a sergeant named "Tu Yi" from the Southern Army "Qu Xing Army"! 

… 

"Damn." Some sergeants frowned. "It's faster than me." 

"It must be with the power of the squad, or by getting more badges from other channels." 

"It's not fair!" Some sergeants were dissatisfied. 

Badges, mainly by hunting down enemy sergeants, but can also be traded. 

For example, the badges obtained by an entire team are all given to one person. With the strength of 

the entire team, one hundred badges can easily be obtained. 

Another example is trading, from other sergeants. Those who got some badges in battle, but were not 

sure enough to collect a hundred badges, would naturally trade treasures that would be useful to them 

with others. 

Anyway, in order to be ranked on the stone pillars, many sergeants have racked their brains and tried 

every means to collect badges. 

Under such a wave, even Wang Yi, who was the first in the ranking, was quickly pushed out of the first 

place. 

Luo Feng was the eighth member of the Southern Army to climb the rankings. At that time, Wang Yi was 

already ranked third. 

… 

"The competition for the badge ranking is really crazy." Luo Feng and Wang Yi shook their heads. 

But they don't care, it's not so easy to make up the number of badges. 

Wang Yi and the others only need to rank in the top 100 to join the Eternal Legion. As for the first and 

second? of no use to them. 

And the sergeants are not rich! It's easy to get 100 badges, but hard to get more! 

In particular, many sergeants want to collect enough 100 badges in exchange for a qualification not to 

join the army battle. Under such circumstances, it is very difficult to collect more badges. So Wang Yi 

and the others are not too worried. 

To collect badges, more depends on strength! Or have a strong individual combat power! Able to 

rampage in the blood river battlefield! Either have a squad strong enough to help you! 



Wang Yi and the others also hunted around on the middle island, constantly collecting badges, and 

sometimes trading with others, and their rankings remained in the top ten. 

… 

time flies. 

In the blink of an eye, eight thousand years have passed. 

On the towering red stone pillar in the South Army Plaza, there are already many names. 

The golden font is very dazzling. 

There are often sergeants watching this ranking and feeling overwhelmed. 

"1, Southern Army, Frost Army, Adilina, number of badges: 2965." 

"2, Confederate Army, Wolf Fang Army, Timothy Horace, number of badges: 2785." 

"3, Southern Army, Blood Sword Army, Bo Chi, number of badges: 2669." 

… 

"7. Southern Army, Yusu Army, Jiujiang, number of badges: 2441." 

… 

"9, Southern Army, Yusu Army, Galaxy, number of badges: 2415." 

… 

"97, Southern Army, Jiyi Army, Kong Zhe, number of badges: 1837." 

… 

A handsome red-haired young man wearing a silver-gray armor with fangs and beasts stood in the 

corner of the square, looking at the ranking on the stone pillar, a little annoyed. 

"I've worked so hard all these years, trying my best to get my team to cooperate with other teams, go to 

risky battles, and pay so many treasures in exchange for badges to rank 97th?" 

This ranking is not safe and will be squeezed down at any time. 

"The first-ranked Frost Army Adilina of the Confederate Army is the most beloved descendant of an 

ancient true **** of the void in the Confederate Army commander. , the relationship network is quite 

deep, with her ancestors helping to arrange, it is not difficult to get so many badges." Kong Zhe secretly 

thought. 

"The second-ranked wolf-fang army Timothy Horace was already a well-known law master when I first 

joined the special army. He is very powerful! The seven wolf-fang brothers are all powerful sergeants. 

Teaming up is hard to beat! He can be forgiven for getting so many badges." 

"Other people have their own support, and I know more or less." 

"but!" 



The handsome red-haired youth fixed his gaze on the stone pillar. "The seventh-ranked Jiujiang! And the 

ninth-ranked Galaxy! Two recruits who just joined the special army! They surpassed me!" 

"If only I could pull them into my team, that would be great." The handsome red-haired youth felt 

envious. 

The Jiujiang and Yinhe of the Southern Army are indeed very famous these years! 

Especially as they are recruits, they have been firmly occupying the top ten of the stone pillar ranking! 

Caused the heated discussion of countless sergeants! 

You must know that most of the top ranking stone pillars rely on the strength of the team, and there are 

very few people like Wang Yi and Luo Feng who dare to act! 

Therefore, the recruits "Jiujiang" and "Galaxy" have attracted much attention! Even other armies have 

heard their names! 

This is the master of two incomparably powerful laws! Even more than one squad was destroyed by 

them! Many special regiment teams are not even willing to meet them! 

Of course, such an amazing record also means that there are many treasures on the body! Some teams 

also stared at them. 

If you kill these two people, you might gain more than ten teams! 

… 

In the depths of the southern army island barracks, there is a magnificent palace, with a group of true 

gods guarding the entrance. In the palace, white mist fills the air, and there are black thrones. On the 

thrones sit a series of majestic figures, each figure emitting With a powerful breath, they are all Void 

True Gods. 

Many legion commanders are sitting here at will. Like sergeants, all of them wear standard armor and 

can recognize their identities at a glance. But these commanders have high status and are naturally 

dressed casually. 

"This time, the four armies are competing, and the situation of our southern army is not too bad." The 

burly commander in black armor had a strong voice. 

The number of kills of each army is counted, and the other sergeants are not clear, but these 

commanders can see it. 

Now, the Eastern Army is number one, the Southern Army is almost the same as the Northern Army, 

and the Western Army is a little behind. 

However, now it's just a small fight, and there are not many sergeants participating in the war, which 

belongs to the foreplay before the big battle. 

When the Armageddon arrives and the legions fight, the casualties will be even more astounding. The 

casualties in one battle are more than the combined total of the four armies in 10,000 years. 



"Now there are thousands of sergeants on the stone pillar of our Southern Army." The lean man with a 

pair of wings behind his back said, "Commander Frost, that first-ranked Adilina seems to be your 

descendant, right?" 

Many of the leaders in the throne room looked at one of the thrones, which seemed to be a woman 

outlined by ice and snow. 

Her eyes were like the purest ice crystals, but they reflected a heart-pounding absolute death. 

She is the extremely powerful Void True God "Frost" in the command of the Southern Army! Follow an 

early commander of the Confederate generals. It is also a rare existence in the army who has personally 

killed the Void True God! 

"Adilina is indeed a good one of my descendants." Commander Frost's voice was indifferent. "Do you 

have any advice, Commander Wolf Fang?" 

"Haha, I don't dare to give advice!" Commander Langya laughed, "But in the army, strength is the most 

respected, and it depends on real skills. Some small means will not go too far." 

Commander Frost sneered, looking too lazy to explain. 

The four armies compete with each other, and the internal forces of each army also compete with each 

other, like special corps, they are also compared with each other. 

The troops under his command are powerful, powerful, and perform well, and these commanders 

naturally have a face. 

This time the Stone Pillars ranked first, the Frost Army ranked first, and the Wolf Fang Army ranked 

second, so the Wolf Fang commander was a little unconvinced. 

"Speaking of which," a rock giant said with a buzzing voice, "This time, some good seedlings have 

emerged, such as Jiujiang and Yinhe, two recruits, who have just joined the army and were able to rank 

among the top ten of the stone pillars! The two of them did not join other teams, but the two of them 

joined forces, but they were more powerful than the teams of many special legions, even in the blood 

river battlefields of all dynasties, it is rare." There are many words of praise from the rock giant's mouth, 

which shows that he really appreciates it. The two sergeants. 

"Yes, Jiujiang and Yinhe are really amazing." 

"Even among the Lords of Law, they are excellent." 

Many Void True God leaders agreed. 

These commanders are usually dismissive of the Lord of Laws, but like those peerless geniuses are 

exceptions. 

"Ten thousand years have passed. They can firmly occupy the top ten, and they will definitely join the 

general's eternal army in the future." A beautiful green woman smiled. Leading the way to a Void True 

God next to him. "Yishu, congratulations." 

"This guy Yusu is completely lucky, just two powerful recruits joined his army." 



"If it's me, I can do it too." 

The leaders were somewhat envious. 

This is the case in the world of Jin. The Lord of the Law and the True God have military tasks, but if the 

Void True God commanders have tasks, what are they doing? Are you going to kill other Void True Gods 

in the Jin world? So they have no military mission. Unless there is a stupid Void True God who dares to 

provoke the army, several Void True Gods will be sent to solve it. At this time, some military merits will 

be issued. Can provoke the army? How many void gods are stupid enough to provoke the army? 

Therefore, the only way for the Void True God commanders to earn military merit is... to lead the army 

and teach the army, because the commander is meritorious, it will naturally be given some military 

merits at each stage. But in this way, the accumulation of military merit is too slow. 

For example, some outstanding sergeants in their own legion can be selected into the eternal legion, 

which is regarded as a good teaching, and can also get military merit. 

The envy of these leaders is also because the commander of the Yusu Army is completely lucky. Just two 

powerful little guys joined, and it was a blockbuster. Seeing that he joined the Eternal Legion, this 

military merit is no different from what he picked up. 

"Haha, feel free to envy you." Commander Yu Sujun, the man with scales on his face smiled. 

… 

In the blood river battlefield, there are five islands suspended in the mighty blood river, four of which 

are the respective territories of the four armies, and the middle island is the main killing battlefield. 

With the passage of time, the ten thousand years of quickly approached, and suddenly—"Boom 

rumble~~~" A terrible roar sounded in the blood river battlefield space, and at the same time, the 

energy fluctuations like the sky and the earth cracked, The madness spreads in all directions. 

"Wow~~" The blood river set off a huge wave, and the blood wave directly drowned the shore of the 

island. 

Then, the four islands began to move. 

And countless sergeants have gathered in their camp. 

The islands to the east and the islands to the south are close to each other, and the islands to the west 

and the north are also close to each other! 

The four armies fight against each other, and only after the other side is resolved can they have a final 

battle with the other side on the middle island! 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng watched this scene from the heights of the island. In fact, the final battle had 

nothing to do with the sergeants who were on the list. They had been exempted from the army's 

conscription. 



And those soldiers who did not collect a hundred badges will face a severe test. It is conceivable that 

many sergeants will fall. Among them, there may be some people from the Yusu Army that Wang Yi 

once knew. 

Chapter 795: Eternal Legion 

"Woo~~" 

The low and majestic sound of the horn echoed on the vast middle island, also announcing the end of 

the Blood River Battlefield. 

"I didn't expect that the North Army won this decisive battle." 

A huge blood-colored gate appeared in the sky, and the surviving soldiers and sergeants poured in from 

all directions. Wang Yi and Luo Feng also flew in the crowd. 

"Army battles are indeed different from individual battles." Luo Feng said with emotion. Among the 

same level, the individual is indeed insignificant compared to the massive army composed of countless 

sergeants. 

Wang Yi glanced around, except for most of the northern army who were smiling and beaming, the 

sergeants of the other armies were a little dejected, like a defeated rooster, unable to raise their heads. 

Wang Yi also saw the fourth team of Yusu Army and the seventh team. Their number was two-thirds less 

than before, but the captains Mo Gu and Xueling were both there. 

They also saw Wang Yi and Luo Feng with complicated expressions. 

This time, the Seventh Squad suffered a heavy blow. I'm afraid it will take a long time to catch their 

breath. Fortunately, they participated in the Blood River Battlefield, and the disaster-level mission will 

be 10,000 years later. During this time, they can retrain new recruits. 

It's just that the two former recruits, Wang Yi and Luo Feng, are already from two different worlds with 

them. 

... 

A dark gray True God-class warship was parked above the Yusu Army's garrison. 

"Galaxy, Jiujiang." Two true gods in blood-colored armor flew to the giant leaf and called to them. 

"Brush!" "Brush!" Two figures flew out from the two giant leaves at the same time. 

"We are here to pick you up to the Eternal Legion." An insect-like true **** said. "Hurry up, in addition 

to you, there are other reservists in the Southern Army who will be picked up." 

Another bald man, True God, smiled. "If you're ready, come with us." 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at each other, and obediently followed the two true gods into the warship. 

They were taken to a spacious cabin inside the warship. Wang Yi and Luo Feng saw other sergeants 

besides them, a few dozen people. They also saw two sergeants come in and saw two The Yusu Army-

style armor on the person's body has bright eyes. 
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"Fish army?" 

"Is this the top ten talented recruits Jiujiang and Yinhe?" 

"I finally saw the real person." 

In the crowd, a shrewd young man with white fluffy wolf ears and a woman who seemed to be 

transparent as cold as frost looked over at the same time, and there was a hint of curiosity in his eyes. 

Now as long as they belong to the Southern Army, regardless of whether they have entered the 

battlefield of Blood River, they have heard the names of Jiujiang and Yinhe. 

"Genius? Can go through three army missions and become an official sergeant of the Eternal Legion." 

The wolf-eared young man sneered. "The mission of the Eternal Legion is not so easy to do." 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng also looked at those sergeants. The top 100 sergeants in the Blood River 

Battlefield of the Southern Army this time will be selected and sent to the Eternal Army. Wang Yi and 

Luo Feng even recognized some sergeants who had met on the battlefield, but they didn't have much 

friendship. 

... 

Inside the Eastern Army barracks, the station of a special regiment. 

Inside the huge wooden house made entirely of thick ancient trees, a man with two sides and four arms, 

in a cyan armor, had a solemn expression on his face. 

"Jiujiang? Galaxy? Recruit genius?" 

"Could it be the Lord of Chaotic Origin and Lord of Galaxy of the Primordial Universe?" 

"If it were them, their performance this time would be expected to be selected into the Eternal Legion." 

The sergeant also heard some information on the battlefield and was extremely envious. 

"Hurry up and report to the ancestor." 

With the conclusion of the Blood River Battlefield, the news of the Blood River Battlefield spread 

throughout the world of Jin, especially the dazzling sergeants at the top, all of them were well known by 

countless sergeants. 

When those cosmos sea powerhouses who entered the world of Jin, heard the news, many suspected 

that they were related to the Lord of Chaotic Origin and Lord of Galaxy in the original universe, and they 

all reported to their own forces one after another. 

... 

A dark gray ancient warship flew in the vast Southern Army barracks, and passed through the space 

wormhole. It took almost three days to travel through a wormhole before reaching a space. 

It was an endless sea with a majestic mountain on the sea. 

"That's the camp of the Eternal Legion?" The hundred sergeants in the cabin looked curiously at the 

mountains in the distance, and could vaguely see buildings and figures everywhere on the mountains. 



The warship rowed across the sky and landed on an incomparably tall hall on the mountainside. 

A true **** flew in and came out after a while, with a wave of his hand, rays of light fell in front of the 

sergeants. 

"This is the standard armor for your Eternal Legion." That True God said, "It is much better than the 

armor of other special legions. You all recognize the Lord and wear it." 

"Yes." 

All the sergeants followed their words and refined, and Wang Yi and Luo Feng also refined, and blood-

colored rays of light lit up in the cabin. 

Each sergeant had a layer of blood-colored battle armor. The battle armor had a ferocious appearance, 

there were bone spurs at the joints, and a pair of wings were behind him. At the same time, he felt a 

powerful force filling his body. 

"This, this is?" 

"I felt a lot more powerful." 

The sergeants were taken aback. 

The True God smiled slightly, "Although the standard battle armor of the Eternal Legion is also a true 

god-level battle armor, it is much special and can increase the power of the Lord of the Law tenfold." 

"ten times?" 

"so amazing." 

The sergeants were amazed. Compared with this armor, although most of the armors on them are 

standard armors of special legions, they are nothing. 

Wang Yi was also a little surprised. The effect of the Amplitude Divine Body of the Sergeant's Battle 

Armor, the Lord of the Law of the Eternal Legion, was comparable to that of the first-level burning divine 

power. 

"Sir, is the armor on our body the same as yours?" A sergeant saw that the true **** seemed to be very 

good at talking, but he couldn't help it. 

"The same?" True God smiled. "No, it's not the same. The armor on your body can increase the power of 

the Lord of the Law by ten times, but for me, it would be good to double the strength. The armor on me 

is the true god-level sergeant armor of the Eternal Legion. The battle armor can increase the power of 

the true **** tenfold." 

"Oh..." Those sergeants were amazed, true **** level? It's a little too far for them. 

"Okay, that was an armament point of the Eternal Legion just now. You are now joining the Eternal 

Legion. Each reserve sergeant will get 100,000 military merits. You can come here in exchange for 

whatever you want." True God glanced at them. "However, I hope that you can all pass the three 

military tests and become a full member of the Eternal Legion, a full sergeant, which is completely 

different from a reserve." 



"Sir." A sergeant in the crowd couldn't help asking, "I wonder how the army mission pass rate is?" 

True God glanced at the sergeant, "According to my previous experience, one hundred sergeants of the 

Fourth Army in the Southeast, Northwest, and Northwest have been selected into the Eternal Legion 

every time on the battlefield of the Blood River, but less than one-third of them can pass the three army 

missions." 

The cabin was suddenly quiet. Although I knew that the army was cruel, it was so harsh to join the army 

of the Eternal Legion at this moment, and I felt pressured to hear what the true **** said. 

Pass rate less than one third? That means most of the people present will be eliminated. 

"Moreover, the army mission of the Eternal Legion is different from your previous legions." True God 

explained, "In your previous legions, you all formed small teams and acted in small groups, but in the 

Eternal Legion, individual strength is more important. , so although there are also establishments in the 

army, the army tasks are generally to let you act alone. Unless it is particularly difficult, you will be 

allowed to form a team." 

... 

The dark gray ancient warship was parked at the south of the foot of the mountain. 

"You all live here." The two true gods looked at the hundred sergeants in front of them. 

"The reserve sergeant, and the sergeant of the Lord of Law, live at the foot of the mountain." 

"True God, lives on the mountainside." 

"True God of Void, lives on the top of the mountain." 

"Generals, at the top of the mountain." 

"The Lord of the Law can only be active at the foot of the mountain. Except for some public places such 

as armament points, he is not allowed to enter other territories at will." True God reminded. "Okay, 

these palaces, you can choose by yourself, as long as there is no owner." 

Before leaving, the true **** said again: "In addition, to remind you that your first army mission is to 

prepare in advance in 10,000 years. When the mission time is up, the army mission hall will notify you." 

When the two true gods left, the sergeants all dispersed on their own, and Wang Yi and Luo Feng also 

went to choose their own palace. 

Each sergeant's divine body is 10,000 kilometers high, and the sergeant's palace is uniformly within 100 

million kilometers. If you are not satisfied with the original palace within this range, you can build it 

yourself. 

However, Wang Yi also looked at it when he came over before. The area of the palace of the true **** is 

much larger than that of the Lord of Laws, and the area of the true **** of the void is even wider. 

After choosing their own residence, Wang Yi and Luo Feng flew towards the armament point on the 

mountainside. 



... 

Inside the Armament Point Hall. 

"Om..." As soon as Wang Yi and Luo Feng entered, it was as if time and space had changed, entering 

another world. In front of him is a vast world, a boundless world, there are many sergeants scattered 

everywhere, and in front of each sergeant there is a golden figure. 

"Similar to the armament of Yusu Army." Luo Feng glanced at it and commented. 

"Sergeant." A golden figure descended in front of Wang Yi, "Speak your request." 

Luo Feng also had one, but each sergeant could not see the transaction status of the other. 

"I'm going to exchange these treasures for military merit." Wang Yi waved his hand, and a pile of 

treasures appeared in front of him, all of which he had gained in the Blood River Battlefield. 

On the battlefield of Blood River, Wang Yi and Luo Feng joined forces to kill many sergeants, and each 

sergeant more or less provided some treasures. It adds up to a respectable number. When Wang Yi took 

it out at this time, it was not all. 

Om - golden light shot out from the eyes of the golden figure, covering those treasures, and then 

nodded slightly: "These treasures are worth a total of 4.58 million military merits! Are they in exchange 

for military merits?" 

Wang Yi smiled. 

You must know that he killed more than a thousand sergeants. Even if each sergeant only provided one 

Xeon Supreme Treasure, there would be thousands of pieces in total. 

It is conceivable that killing on the battlefield of the blood river, the killing harvest is astonishing. 

However, Wang Yi had to have the strength, and Wang Yi and Luo Feng acted together. Most of the 

other sergeants were in groups of three or five, either a small team or a harvest, and it was impossible 

to monopolize them. 

"Will it be exchanged for military merit?" The golden figure continued. 

"In exchange." Wang Yi nodded. 

"Phew!" As soon as the golden figure stretched out his hand, all the treasures were taken away, and 

then he said: "If you need to exchange for something else, this is the list, you can choose whatever you 

want." 

A huge light curtain suddenly appeared in front of Wang Yi, and there were a lot of detailed lists on the 

light curtain. 

"I want to exchange for the third level of the magic burning secret technique." Wang Yi said. 

The golden figure looked at Wang Yi, "You are a reserve sergeant of the Eternal Legion, and you are 

eligible to exchange for the third level of Divine Power Burning Secret Technique, which requires one 

million military merits!" 



One million military exploits? Wang Yi smiled indifferently. "In exchange." He is about to master the 

third level of "Destruction". With this magical burning secret technique, he can use it in the army openly. 

"Military merit 1,000,000 deductions!" the golden figure said, "Sergeant, you still have 3.62 million 

military merits left, and all the inheritance of the army cannot be spread." Wow! A large amount of text 

immediately appeared on the light curtain in front of Wang Yi, and Wang Yi could see this light curtain. 

On the other side, Luo Feng was also trading with the golden figure. 

His harvest is less than Wang Yi's, but it is also amazing. 

"I can get a lot in exchange for paying back the military merit I owed to Wang Yi." Luo Feng was in a 

happy mood. "Well, do you want to exchange this magical burning secret technique? It feels a bit 

wasteful." 

"Wang Yi said he was going to do the title task." Luo Feng was itching in his heart. "Should I go with me? 

But the three army trials of the Eternal Legion haven't passed yet. Is it good to be in such a hurry?" 

... 

A certain cosmic sea, a holy place. 

In the tall palace, a lord of the universe kneeled respectfully under the steps. 

"That's it, Ancestor." 

"The world of Jin, the special army, the eternal army?" The ancestor muttered. 

"Ancestor, what should I do next?" The Lord of the Universe couldn't help but said. 

The ancestor glanced at him, "The Eternal Legion should be the most special Legion in the world of Jin, 

and those leaders are not expected to affect the Eternal Legion. Try it first and see if you can find an 

opportunity to tell the two people about the Galaxy to those commanders. Whistleblowers, borrowed 

knives to kill." 

"I'll give it to you this time. You have a clone. As long as you are not killed by the soul in the world of Jin, 

you will only lose a clone." 

"Of course, it is best to confirm in advance whether they are really the two of the human race." 

"It is the ancestor of ~www.mtlnovel.com~." The Lord of the Universe respectfully. 

"Huh, human." The ancestor's eyes flickered with cold light, because the army of the true **** of the 

universe was completely destroyed by the Lord of Chaotic Source, and a large number of the strongest 

in the universe fell, implicated in countless forces, especially those in the Holy Land universe, more or 

less strong So fell. 

And the kind of power that the human race masters also makes them terrified! That's enough to 

threaten the safety of their Holy Land universe. 

So they all want to deal with the human race! This time Jinzhi World appeared, they immediately 

realized that it was an opportunity! 



In the sea of cosmos, they can't do anything about human beings. 

But the world of Jin is different! 

As long as they can use the power of the natives of the Jin world to kill the Lord of Chaotic Source and 

the Lord of the Galaxy, and kill both their bodies and clones, then human beings will lose their chance to 

rise! 

Therefore, those forces are secretly planning. After an era has passed, the people they sent into the 

world of Jin have groped for a lot of information, and the plans for human beings are also quietly 

unfolding, but whether it will be useful or not, only God knows. 

Chapter 796: title task 

The towering mountain where the Eternal Legion is located, at the foot of the mountain is the station of 

the sergeant of the Lord of Law. 

Here, you can see the boundless sea and the mist that pervades the sea. 

"Party?" Wang Yi, who was preparing for the title task, looked at Luo Feng in surprise. 

"Yes. A sergeant of the Southern Army who joined the Eternal Legion just now came over and told me 

that the reserve sergeant of the Southern Army will have a meeting tomorrow to get to know each 

other." Luo Feng said. 

The Eternal Legion is not like any other Legion. 

The other legions all have teams one by one, and they all do tasks together. 

When the army issues a mission, the sergeant has no choice. 

But the Eternal Legion is mainly a personal sharpening sergeant. 

They are all the best seeds among the Lord of Laws, and naturally they cannot be treated like those 

ordinary special legions! 

Sergeants usually practice. When they need to do military tasks, they will go to the task hall. The task 

hall will release some tasks. 

Like the three army missions of the reserve sergeant, they are all alone and cannot be teamed up 

according to regulations. 

But there are also some tasks that the army stipulates must be completed, which is very difficult and 

difficult to complete by one person. At that time, it is necessary to form a team. 

And the sergeants who usually make friends can be useful at this time. 

"Don't go." Wang Yi didn't bother to get involved. 

"You still want to do that title task?" Luo Feng looked at Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi had already told Luo Feng of the title task, and Luo Feng himself went to the army to inquire 

again, and he was immediately moved. 
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He is not as rich as Wang Yi, and the huge reward of the title task is still very attractive to him. 

"That's right." Wang Yi nodded. His current strength is stronger than Luo Feng's at this time in the 

original book, so he can still be sure of going to the Valley of Gods. 

Of course, his goal is mainly to sign. With a 100% sign-in card, he is confident. 

Luo Feng thought for a while, "Then I'll go too." 

After 10,000 years of tempering on the battlefield of Blood River, and fighting with countless talented 

sergeants, he has improved a lot compared to 10,000 years ago. As this generation of Duan Donghe, he 

also has his own pride and does not want to be compared by Wang Yi. 

What's more, he is also very interested in the legendary "Title Quest". 

"Okay, then let's go together." 

Neither Wang Yi nor Luo Feng went to the party of those reservists. 

The army mission of the Eternal Legion and the reaction of those sergeants of the Lord of Laws, the two 

did not care at all. 

… 

A full-body blood-colored evil hall, there are many carvings on the hall, and there are a large number of 

strong people. It took nearly a day for Wang Yi and Luo Feng to arrive here as streamers. 

"Boom!" A beam of light enveloped the two directly. They all received the title task. 

Title task (the main level of the law) 

Location: Valley of the Gods. 

Mission content: God King Valley, where the great God King His Majesty lived in those days, is also 

where the 'Wuqi God' was built. , So far, only His Majesty the King of God has entered the ninth floor. 

The goal of the mission is... to enter the Wuqi Building, and climb to the top to enter the ninth floor, and 

those who reach the top will receive a seal! 

Reward: If you return alive, you can get 10,000 military merits, and if you succeed, you will get a seal, 

which has endless benefits. 

Punishment: There is no penalty for failure. 

Important reminder: This mission is extremely dangerous. The participants are the masters of the top 

laws of the four armies of Jin in the world. All of them have undergone many hardships and are well 

prepared. The average drop rate has reached 90%, so be careful. 

"90% mortality rate?" Luo Feng frowned. 

Wang Yi said from the side: "The title task seems to be simple, and there is no penalty for failure. But in 

fact, the extremely high mortality rate is the most terrible punishment! Everyone who accepts the title 

task knows the mortality rate, and almost everyone They will prepare palace-like Xeon treasures, and 



even mechanical flow treasures, etc., but so many still die..." Wang Yi shook his head. "We can't be 

careless." 

"Let's go." Luo Feng was already mentally prepared, so naturally he wouldn't back down. 

The two took out a true god-level mechanical warship and flew directly toward the twisted space 

wormhole not far away. 

In an area outside an army barracks, a large number of space wormhole exits are gathered here. 

boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! 

A group of sergeants appeared one after another from the wormhole. These sergeants talked with each 

other, and then they also drove some warships and left quickly. 

Now that the previous era has just ended, and the new era has just begun, all the squads have set out to 

carry out military missions one by one. 

In a space wormhole whirlpool, a true god-level warship flew out. 

Inside the warship, sitting Wang Yi and Luo Feng wearing the Eternal Legion's blood-colored battle 

armor. 

Both were in high spirits. 

"Set off." 

At the moment outside the military camp, there is a group of cosmos masters from the cosmos sea 

guarding, staring at the flow of people going out. 

They come from the major forces of the cosmos sea, and the purpose is to find out the Lord of Chaotic 

Source, the Lord of the Galaxy, and confirm their identities. 

"Have you found anything?" 

"no." 

"Didn't a ship pass by just now?" 

"Then how can I see it, I can't stop it." 

"It is said that Yinhe and Jiujiang in the **** battlefield are the two of the original universe, but no one 

knows whether it is true or not. When will this be stared at?" 

At this time, the warship had already disappeared without a trace. 

… 

A month and a half later, Wang Yi and Luo Feng on the warship arrived in the distant Valley of the Gods. 

The vast continent in the middle of the endless ocean, the Valley of the God King, is on that continent. 

This continent is called the 'God King Realm'. 



To be precise, there are five major continents in the world of Jin. The Eastern Army, the Western Army, 

the Northern Army and the Southern Army each command a vast land and part of the ocean. There are 

many scattered islands in the vast ocean, of which the God King Realm is the largest island , In addition, 

it is the place where His Majesty the King of God lives, and its natural status is even more special. 

Although the area is far less than the other four continents, it is also considered one of the five 

continents due to its special status. 

"This is the legendary Valley of Gods and Kings, and it really is extraordinary." 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at the scenery of the God King Realm outside, and they could feel the 

hidden secrets of the God King Realm. The entire layout of the God King Valley was like an incomparably 

profound formation. Understand. 

Just as this warship just flew over the God King Realm Continent. 

"call!" 

A figure appeared out of thin air on the vast continent. 

"God King Realm, no trespassing, stop!" shouted the lean man with green skin with two sharp horns on 

his forehead. 

"Om!" As the voice came, the space-time around the warship was immediately isolated from the outside 

world, and it was impossible to escape. 

"Void God!" Both Wang Yi and Luo Feng were shocked. 

"As expected of the place where the king of the gods lives, as soon as you enter, you see the Void True 

God guarding the door?" 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng immediately got out of the warship, "We are sergeants of the Eternal Legion, and 

we came here to do the title task." 

"Eternal Legion?" The Void True God scrutinized the two people carefully, looking at the blood-colored 

armor exuding a strange breath on their bodies, it seemed to confirm something, wow~~ The 

surrounding space returned to normal. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng also breathed a sigh of relief in their hearts. Even though they were invincible in 

the Lord of Laws, they could rival some powerful true gods, but in front of a void true god, they were 

actually useless to resist. A single thought of the void might be able to kill them. The gap is too big. 

"Since you are here to do the title task, come with me." Void True God said. "The Valley of the Gods is 

not allowed to trespass." 

"Yes, my lord." Wang Yi and Luo Feng respectfully followed behind the Void True God. 

"I am one of the guardians of the God King Realm, named Dongguan." This Void True God said, "If you 

want to carry out the title task, then come with me, and I will take you to the God King Valley. Without 

my guidance...you will not be able to reach God at all. King Valley." 

The Void True God noticed the sergeant's strange expression and frowned: "What do you want to say?" 



"No, no, my lord." Wang Yi said sternly, while muttering in his heart, "Dongguan? Dongguan?" 

Of course, he knows that although the meaning of this ancient civilization and what he knows overlap, 

they are two different things. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! The guardian of the God King Realm 'Dongguan' led Wang Yi and Luo Feng 

to teleport over a long distance to the God King Valley. 

"Lord Dongguan." The more Luo Feng looked down, the more mysterious he felt. At this time, he 

couldn't help asking, "I feel that there are patterns of laws everywhere in the continent of the God King 

Realm. Is there danger everywhere?" 

"You have good eyesight." The guard "Dongguan" showed a slight smile, perhaps because few people 

came over, so he didn't mind telling them more, "Because the entire God King Realm is a super machine 

made by His Majesty the God King. It is a treasure. The continent of the God King Realm is indeed 

dangerous. Once they trespass, they are in danger of falling. Because of this, no one usually dares to 

enter the God King Realm.” 

"Such a big mechanical treasure?" Luo Feng was stunned. 

Wang Yi also cooperated with a surprised expression. 

It should be noted that the length of the spaceship is only about 100 million light-years. And this Divine 

King Realm Continent, after all, is one of the five major continents, although it is far inferior to the other 

four continents... But the diameter of the Divine King Realm is definitely more than one billion light-

years. Such a majestic and splendid continent is actually a treasure of mechanical flow? 

"Haha, His Majesty the God King is the best at mechanical treasures." The guard 'Dongguan' said 

proudly, "This God King Realm continent is just an experiment of His Majesty the God King... His Majesty 

the God King also has a real 'God King Realm'. ', that treasure accompanies His Majesty the God-king 

across the endless world, unmatched." 

Luo Feng was amazed for a while, while Wang Yi was also muttering in his heart. 

I remember that the original work said that the King of Jin was reincarnated with the treasure of the 

King of Jin, the Palace of Kings of Jin. 

This 'God King Realm' may be referring to the 'Jin King Palace'. 

As for this guard, he said that the King of Jin is best at mechanical treasures... but it should still be a bit 

worse than Wu. In the eyes of these Jin world natives, it is estimated that their god-king is invincible and 

omnipotent. Just listen. 

Actually? In their eyes, the wise and martial king of Jin was chased by the three monarchs of the food 

kingdom and fled. They had to go deep into the sea of cosmos, perform the technique of reincarnation, 

and reincarnated into the original universe with a trace of life imprint and memory, becoming a special 

life. . Leaving a corpse drifting in the cosmic sea. 

The natives of the Jin world don’t yet know that the powerhouses who have become the eternal true 

gods go out to fight for His Majesty the God King with longing, but the outer universe has not accepted 

them, and once they go out, it is estimated that they will fall! 



Pathetic! 

"Perhaps, in the eyes of the great God King of Jin, those natives of the Jin world who became the 

powerhouses of the eternal true gods are nothing at all, sacrifice is sacrificed, and it is not worth his 

care." Wang Yi has a clear understanding in his heart. Otherwise, the God King of Jin has made so many 

preparations, why did he not leave an order to let those eternal true gods stay in the world of Jin? 

Of course, it's also possible that he didn't know the real secrets of Jin Zhi's world very well. Did he guess 

wrong? 

However, based on what he knows so far, there are indeed only four generals of the Eternal True God in 

the world of Jin. 

A small universe like a true **** can give birth to the lord of the universe, but cannot give birth to a true 

god, and a small universe of a void true **** can give birth to a true god, but it needs to pay a lot of 

money, which will affect their origin and potential. 

Of course, the smallest Void True God mini-universe with a diameter of one billion light-years is 

naturally incomparable to the Void True God mini-universe with a diameter of nearly 10 billion light-

years in diameter. 

And the small universe of Eternal True God has a diameter of 10 billion light-years even in theory, and 

the upper limit is 100 billion light-years. If you want to make a master of the universe a true God, you 

can bear this price. 

The diameter of the small universe dominated by Chaos is ten times that of the Eternal True God, and 

the volume is a thousand times larger, and it can easily withstand the birth of the Void True God. 

The universe of the God King, and so on, can withstand the Eternal True God, but it cannot give birth to 

the Chaos Lord, so these Eternal True Gods are estimated to have no potential in the eyes of the God 

King, and they are too lazy to care. After all, the world of Jin is a constant source of energy to give birth 

to eternal true gods. No matter how many eternal true gods there are, it is nothing to a **** king at all. 

Only the heir to the "god king" is what the **** king of Jin really values. 

… 

Under the leadership of the guard 'Dongguan', they soon flew over a beautiful valley. 

"That is the Valley of the God Kings." The guard Dongguan pointed to the extremely beautiful and 

peaceful valley below, "When His Majesty the God King was in the God King Realm, he often lived in the 

God King Valley. I will also tell you the news of your coming. The Valley of the Gods is guarded, go! The 

guards of the Valley of the Gods will not stop you." 

"Also, the nine-story tower!" He pointed to the tallest building in the Valley of the God Kings, "That's the 

Wuqi Tower, let's go, I hope that after this title task, you can still Seeing that you can come out alive." 

The guard Dongguan who led them over smiled meaningfully, and then teleported and disappeared. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng stayed where they were. 

"Get out alive?" 



"It seems that the Dongguan adults have no confidence in us." 

"That's natural, since endless years, no law master has been able to reach the top." Wang Yi said, "The 

Void True God has been guarding in this God King Valley for a long time, and I have seen countless law 

master geniuses come here, but none of them have succeeded. , In his eyes, it is estimated that we are 

the same." 

"Then let him see if we can do it." Luo Feng is full of arrogance, he is the kind of person who will never 

admit defeat. 

"Okay." Wang Yi also had a hint of expectation in his eyes. Looking at the tallest building in the Valley of 

the Gods, the Wuqi Building. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Wang Yi and Luo Feng flew there together, preparing to enter Wuqilou for the title 

task. 

Chapter 797: Wuqilou 

In the Valley of Gods and Kings, flying is prohibited. Under the watchful eyes of powerful guards, Wang 

Yi and Luo Feng walked to the 'Wuqi Tower'. 

Wuqi Tower, more than a thousand light-years tall, is the tallest building in the Valley of the Gods. 

Under this towering building, there are already ten figures there. 

On the grass, there are alien beasts and tribal warriors, all standing, sitting, or lying down at will. 

"Someone is here again." 

"It's two." 

A line of eyes suddenly came over. 

One of the unicorn alien beasts squatting there growled: "New here, come here." This unicorn alien 

beast is the only true **** around, and the other nine figures are the masters of laws. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng walked over. The unicorn beast said: "According to the rules, every ten sergeants 

enter Wuqilou together. There are four groups entering Wuqilou now, and you are the fifth group. 

Except for you, there are already nine people here, so it's just a little worse. One, who of you are going 

in?" 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at each other, what a coincidence? 

"Wang Yi, do you go in first or do I go in?" Luo Feng asked through voice transmission. 

Wang Yi thought for a while, "I'll go first." 

Luo Feng nodded. Advanced and backward, in fact, not much difference. As long as the strength is 

strong, sooner or later, it can catch up with the front. 

"I'll go in with them." Wang Yi said. 
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"That's good." True God Unicorn Beast glanced at Wang Yi. The sergeants next to him also looked at 

Wang Yi, the sergeant who was about to enter with them, and seemed to feel that he was not easy to be 

provoked, and their eyes were a little dignified. 

Some of them have known each other before, and they have also secretly transmitted their voices. 

"The armor on them is a bit special, don't you know?" 

"It looks like the armor of the Eternal Legion?" 

"Eternal Legion?" 

"I don't know if it is, but it's the first time I've seen it." 

"Ten sergeants are enough!" the unicorn monster roared, "You are the fifth batch of sergeants entering 

Wuqilou this time... Let me tell you in advance, the first four sergeants in Wuqilou are now Mostly dead. 

Hopefully, I can see you alive again." 

Those sergeants all had solemn expressions, and those who dared to come to Wuqilou to carry out the 

title task were the absolute elites of the Fourth Army, and they all had such a high mortality rate. 

On the other hand, Wang Yi's expression was calm. 

The danger of Wuqilou is that the average mortality rate is 90%, and most of them die? A piece of cake. 

"Rumbling~~~" In the distance, the incomparably huge gate, which is more than a hundred light-years 

tall, is slowly opening with a boom. An endless coercion emanated from the Wuqi Building. 

"Go in." The unicorn beast is truly divine. 

"Huh!" Wang Yi turned into a streamer and flew over, and the other sergeants looked at each other and 

followed. 

After their figures disappeared in the colorful light, the huge gate slowly closed again. 

There was only one sergeant, Luo Feng, and the unicorn god. 

The True God Unicorn Beast glanced at Luo Feng, lay down and closed his eyes. He continued to wait for 

the arrival of the other sergeants, and gathered ten sergeants before opening the gate. 

And Luo Feng looked at the true **** of unicorns, and simply found a place to sit down and closed his 

eyes. In fact, he had already used the avatar of the original universe to connect with Wang Yi's avatar. 

In this way, he can also know the situation of Wu Qilou in advance. 

… 

Wuqi Building, the first layer of the world. 

In the vast desert world, gusts of cold wind blow through, it is extremely cold, and there is a faint frost 

condensation on the desert sand. In the distance, there is this huge door of space, I saw... swish! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Ten figures flew in one after another from the gate of space, looked around one by 

one, and then slowly landed and stood on the desert. 



Numerous sergeants immediately dispersed as soon as they came in, separated by a long distance, and 

at the same time vigilantly paid attention to their surroundings, for fear of danger. 

"This is the first floor of Wuqi Building?" 

"Don't know what the test is?" 

The gate of space they came in also disappeared without a trace, and there were only ten sergeants of 

them in the endless desert. 

Wang Yi looked at the five tribal warriors and the four alien sergeants, like a lamb being slaughtered. 

"boom!" 

In the peaceful desert world, suddenly there was a huge rumbling sound, and the energy shock wave 

spread out in all directions, sweeping the endless area in an instant. 

"Here." Wang Yi's eyes moved slightly. Other sergeants reacted much more aggressively. 

On the surface of the endlessly high cyan light beam connecting the top and the desert, huge black 

characters appeared distorted, exuding a monstrous killing intent, and every sergeant's mind was 

eroded by this killing intent, ready to move. 

"This is the passage connecting the first and second floors of Wuqi Building." 

"Those who enter the passage can enter the second floor of Wuqi Building." 

"A sergeant must be killed to gain access to the tunnel." 

"If you don't kill other sergeants, you will never be able to leave... Those who have not entered the 

second floor will be annihilated before the next sergeant opens the gate again." 

"Those who hide in warship treasures to avoid war will be treated as failure and annihilated!" 

Those sergeants all stared at the black font filled with endless killing intent with trembling hearts. 

"Have to kill a sergeant to enter the passage and enter the second floor of Wuqi Building?" 

"Can't hide in warship treasures? I even exchanged a warship for this mission." 

When the other sergeants were still looking at each other and choosing targets, "Wow!" The space 

condensed! 

A figure quickly appeared beside another sergeant. 

It's Wang Yi! 

He took the first shot and chose the closest alien sergeant. 

This move was like a fuse, and other sergeants took action one after another. 

In the desert, there was an instant chaos and a battle broke out! 

In the desert, lights of different colors lit up, and it was the true god-level realm treasures of the 

sergeants fighting against each other! 



"Want to kill me?" The eight heads of the alien beast roared at the same time, black wings appeared on 

its body, whistled away, and it chose to avoid the battle. 

"Black Cloud Wing?" Wang Yi was not surprised, the sergeants who dared to take part in the title 

mission were all absolute elites, and it was strange that they did not carry mechanical treasures on their 

bodies. 

Heiyunyi flies extremely fast, has strong restraints, and is excellent in protecting itself. It is an absolute 

treasure for escape and life-saving. Many sergeants will choose it. 

"He may be the sergeant of the Eternal Legion. Just in case, I can't fight him." The fleeing alien sergeant 

secretly said. 

The sergeant of the Eternal Legion is a legend. They are the elites of the law masters, and the top law 

masters. 

Of course, Wang Yi is a reserve recruit, he doesn't know it, but he doesn't want to take risks. 

"Huh!" Black wings suddenly appeared on Wang Yi's body, "Boom!" Divine power burns! The speed 

exploded in an instant, chasing after it. The speed is much faster than the alien sergeant. 

"He also has Black Cloud Wings!?" The alien beast sergeant glanced behind him and was taken aback. 

"Why is he so fast?" 

This is of course, also using the Black Cloud Wing, the speed of the first stage of the burning divine 

power to activate the black cloud wing and the speed of the second stage of the burning divine power is 

naturally the latter is faster. 

"No, I can't escape." The alien beast sergeant roared. 

wow~~ 

Hundreds of black ribbons with huge black wings quickly broke through the air and enveloped the past. 

The alien beast sergeant roared, and the black wings on his body also flew out with black ribbons to 

block the black ribbons that Wang Yi attacked. The two were entangled with each other. 

The alien beast sergeant's face was ugly. In this way, it was completely stopped by Wang Yi, unless he 

gave up Heiyunyi, but it would not be able to run even if he gave up Heiyunyi. 

"There are so many people, why do you come to kill me?" The alien beast sergeant was a little scared. It 

felt the danger of death and wanted to struggle. 

"Who told you to stay close to me!" Wang Yi drew out his sword and charged close. 

"I..." The alien beast sergeant just remembered that when he first entered the desert, those sergeants 

stayed away from Wang Yi for the first time. Only it was stupid. Although it was also far away, it was 

actually the closest to the other party. 

Who would have thought that it would be so unlucky to meet a big killing god! 



"Boom!" Wang Yi's figure turned into light and shadow, incredibly fast, even if the beast wanted to hide, 

he couldn't dodge it. 

Wang Yi didn't use the Golden Claw God, but the war sword in his hand was also a mechanical treasure 

"fog sword", which was completely pressed against the beast. 

The secret technique he uses is the seventh order, and the burning power is one level higher than the 

opponent's. In addition, the main attack is the "fog knife", which can completely increase the attack by 

three levels! In other words, it can explode to a level that exceeds the tenth-order attack. 

Suppressed by all sides, this alien beast sergeant was entangled by the black cloud wing and could not 

escape, and could only be ravaged by Wang Yi one-sidedly, begging for mercy. 

Unmoved, Wang Yi slashed down with a knife, completely annihilating the divine body of this alien beast 

sergeant, leaving only some treasures. 

The sergeants who were fighting in the distance have been paying attention to the sergeants of the 

"Eternal Legion". When they saw this scene, they were all secretly shocked. 

Fortunately, Wang Yi seemed to have lost interest in them after killing a sergeant of alien beasts, and he 

did not continue to shoot, which reassured them. 

"Haha." Wang Yi looked at the sergeants who were afraid to look at them from time to time. He knew 

that once he continued to shoot, those sergeants would definitely join forces, and his target was not 

these sergeants. He chuckled, ignored them, and turned into a streamer. It flew towards the huge cyan 

beam of light in the distance. boom! When Wang Yi flew towards the blue beam of light, the blue beam 

of light did not block it and allowed Wang Yi to enter it. 

"Boom!" Under the guidance of the cyan light beam, Wang Yi immediately turned into a red light, which 

was extremely fast. 

"Hey, he's gone." 

"It startled me." 

"I actually met such a terrifying guy on the first floor." 

"Hope you don't meet him on the second floor." 

When the sergeants saw Wang Yi leaving, they all breathed a sigh of relief. 

Then, without the threat of Wang Yi, they fought more fiercely. 

After all, being able to go to the second floor is only half at most. Half of them are destined to die here. 

… 

Second floor. 

This is a vast dark red land. There are still cracks on the entire dark red land. There are red-red liquid 

under the cracks. One after another hot air flow erupts from the cracks into the sky, and the whole sky... 

is covered with dark clouds, dense Dark clouds covered most of the sky. 



As soon as Wang Yi, who was sent here by the cyan light beam, appeared, he saw the figures of five 

sergeants in the distance. 

They were all at a distance from each other and were wary of each other. 

"It's from the last batch." Wang Yi knew at a glance. 

"There is another soldier from the Eternal Legion." Among the five sergeants, a girl with long silver hair 

smiled. Wang Yi noticed that she was also wearing the blood-colored armor of the Eternal Legion. "But I 

basically know the Lord of the Law of the Eternal Legion, you are very strange." 

"I'm a recruit." Wang Yi glanced at her. 

"Oh?" The silver-haired girl's eyes moved, "The recruit dared to come over to participate in the title task. 

It seems that you are very confident in your own strength. My name is Nolan, what's your name?" 

"Jiujiang." Wang Yi said. 

The other four sergeants in the distance watched the two talking with fear in their eyes. 

At their level, it is already regarded as an ultimate combat power that can be erupted at the level of the 

"Lord of Laws". If you want to break through even higher...every step forward is extremely difficult. So 

when they really fight, the gap between them will not be obvious. But the sergeant of the "Eternal 

Legion" is an exception. Anyone who comes out will be better than them. 

"It looks like you are waiting for me?" Wang Yi glanced at the surroundings. 

The silver-haired girl smiled and said, "Yes, according to the rules of Wuqilou, for every ten sergeants, 

we have only five sergeants left after going through the first floor. Naturally, we have to wait for your 

next sergeant." 

Wang Yi nodded unexpectedly. The true **** of alien beasts said that before him, four groups had 

entered. Four batches are 40 sergeants. There are five here on the second floor, and they should have 

passed the same test as them. Ten sergeants can only live half of their lives. 

A group of ten. 

By analogy with this rule, the third floor should also have five people now? or less? 

At this moment, a girl's voice transmission sounded in Wang Yi's ear. 

"It's all from the Eternal Legion. If there is a chance next, you and I can work together to deal with the 

crisis." 

"We'll talk about it later." Wang Yi glanced at the smiling silver-haired girl, neither refusing nor agreeing. 

Here, anyone could be an enemy, and he would not easily trust others. 

"You come first, what about the other sergeants?" Or because of the boredom of waiting, the silver-

haired girl Nolan asked again. 

"I don't know, there were eight people when I came up." Wang Yi said. 



"Being the first to come up, it seems that you are the strongest among your sergeants, and you deserve 

to be from my Eternal Legion." The silver-haired girl looked at Wang Yi with admiration. 

"I've passed the prize, I'm just a new recruit." 

"Haha..." Nolan naturally wouldn't take Wang Yi's words easily. 

Perhaps Wang Yi is indeed a recruit, but he will never be a weakling. 

… 

After about half an hour, four sergeants appeared on the second floor one after another, and the time 

of coming up was almost the same. 

As soon as they appeared and saw Wang Yi, they showed fearful expressions and immediately moved 

away. 

This reaction also made other sergeants understand that Sergeant Wang Yi is definitely not ordinary. 

Nolan was not as nervous as other sergeants, but he only took a deep look at Wang Yi, whose expression 

was always calm, and lowered his head slightly, thinking about Wang Yi's strength in his heart. 

"Boom..." At the same time as the ten sergeants gathered, ten beams of light fell from the sky, instantly 

covering the ten sergeants. 

The second floor test has begun. 

Chapter 798: angry leader 

"This is the second floor of Wuqi Building." 

"You will be teleported to a small world and attacked. What you need to do...is to survive all the attacks 

in the small world." 

"You wait for two groups of sergeants. The former group of sergeants rested for a long time and 

recovered a lot. The latter group of sergeants quickly recovered themselves. You wait for two groups of 

sergeants, and they will be teleported one after the other!" 

"Those who hide in the warship and avoid the war will fall into annihilation." The grand voice resounded 

in the minds of Wang Yi and his ten sergeants. 

Immediately after, the five sergeants who were previously on the second floor were instantly teleported 

to a distant part of a dark red hot land with the sudden time and space shock. At a glance, the five 

sergeants were scattered, each Famous sergeants are caught in a small world of about hundreds of 

millions of kilometers. 

However, Wang Yi and the other five sergeants who came up later were watching safely, like Wang Yi 

who didn't lose much divine body at all and was very leisurely, while the other sergeants who had lost 

too much divine body began to hurry up to restore their divine body, while looking at the A small world 

with five sergeants. 
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Then, they saw a huge ancient secret pattern with a diameter of hundreds of millions of kilometers 

appearing above the small world with a diameter of hundreds of millions of kilometers. The ancient 

secret pattern suddenly burst into rays of light downward! And the sergeants in those small worlds are 

shrouded in these lights. 

Countless rays of light, each of which can be compared to a blow from a true god! 

At the beginning, the threat level was comparable to that of an ordinary True God. As long as you pay 

attention to dodge and use the mechanical flow treasure, the five sergeants can resist. 

However, how could Wu Qilou's test be so easy? 

Soon, the earth of the five small worlds gathered into a majestic crimson giant with the fiery red liquid 

gushing out from the cracks with violent tremors! 

Five dark red rock giants! At the same time, they rushed to the five sergeants, and began to launch a 

ferocious offensive in line with the overwhelming and omnipresent light in the sky! 

The dark red rock giants have the power of true gods! Can be called immortal! Five sergeants caught in a 

bad situation! Extremely embarrassed! Divine power is being consumed like crazy! 

The other sergeants watching next to him had a solemn expression, showing a frightened expression. 

Five areas, five small worlds, colorful and bright rays of light fell from the sky, and the underground was 

hot, and there were continuous roars that shook the world. 

As time passed, the five sergeants had not yet decided the result in the past half an hour, and Wang Yi 

and the other five resting sergeants were also pulled into their respective small worlds. 

"Boom!" "Boom!" "Boom!" "Boom!" "Boom!" 

Wang Yi looked up at the sky, and a huge ancient secret pattern appeared in the dark clouds above. 

Finally it was their turn. 

... 

Time passed, and every second was so long for these sergeants who were struggling to survive. 

A sergeant couldn't dodge as long as he was caught by a big rocky hand that suddenly protruded from a 

crack in the ground, and immediately dissipated, turning into nothingness, leaving only some armored 

treasures. 

There is also a sergeant who was completely annihilated by the divine body under the blast of light from 

the sky. 

"Boom!" "Boom!" "Boom!" 

Finally, the small worlds of the surviving three sergeants of the first five sergeants dissipated in an 

instant, and the rock giant also turned into a crimson liquid, which flowed into the cracks of the earth, 

and everything dissipated. 



The three surviving sergeants almost didn't cry with joy. The silver-haired girl who also came out of the 

Eternal Legion was also greatly damaged at the moment, and her strength was far less than before. 

She breathed a sigh of relief, glanced at the battlefield of the sergeants in the distance, and her 

expression changed slightly. 

"That Jiujiang, has it been so easy until now?" 

The silver-haired girl Nolan was a little unbelievable. "He said he was a recruit, and his strength was so 

much stronger than me." Her situation was better than the other two, but it was limited. Compared with 

Wang Yi, it is even worse. 

Wang Yi is indeed very relaxed now. While avoiding the light of the secret pattern in the sky, he can 

even suppress the dark red rock giant, giving people the feeling of being at ease. Even divine power does 

not seem to consume much. 

The other surviving sergeants looked there in shock. 

"So strong!" 

"It's a world apart from us!" 

"monster!" 

Compared to their performance on the second floor, this recruit Jiujiang is simply outrageous! 

Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Three beams of light suddenly descended, covering the three surviving sergeants. 

In an instant, the three sergeants disappeared. 

Wang Yi, who was fighting with the dark-red rock giant, glanced here and continued to fight the dark-red 

rock giant. 

"My current movement technique is not as exaggerated as Luo Feng's performance in the original book, 

but it's not bad, plus the sword technique, it's more than enough to ravage this dark red rock giant!" 

He wasn't worried about himself at all. 

... 

Wuqi Building is the tallest building in the Valley of the Gods. 

Not far from Wuqi Building, there is a three-story silver-gray ancient palace. Outside this palace, there is 

a group of true **** guards. This is also the highest power center of the entire "guardian" of the Valley 

of Gods. 

The third floor of the silver-gray palace. In the incomparably vast hall, there are huge thrones on all 

sides. On the throne on the far left is a huge black fog. The black fog oscillates. The entire black fog 

covers most of the huge throne. Seeing the outriggers of the throne, the black mist is constantly exuding 

an evil aura. 

The other three thrones are empty. Not a single figure. 



A light curtain appeared in the mid-air of the hall, and the scene on the second floor of Wuqi Building 

was emerging on the light curtain. 

On the suspended light curtain, there are ten battle scenes in the small world, and the scenes of the ten 

sergeants are all clear. There is a small world scene that occupies 90% of the entire screen. In that small 

world scene... it was Wang Yi who was fighting the dark red rock giant! 

The existence in the black fog, the attention is all on the figure of the red armor. 

"This sergeant is very powerful. His movement skills and blade skills are very high-level, and they work 

together very harmoniously and perfectly. Compared with him, other sergeants are simply trash..." A 

surprised old voice came from the black mist. "Among elite sergeants, there is still such an existence!" 

It is one of the four commanders of the Valley of the Gods. Although it is only the true **** of the void, 

he was personally sealed by His Majesty the King of God as a titled powerhouse. Even if it is the same as 

the 'Master of the North True Sea', it is the true **** of the void, but it can easily annihilate the master 

of the North True Sea! 

The world of Jin is the world of 'His Majesty the God King', and the Valley of the God King is the place 

where His Majesty the God King lives. In fact, there is no danger at all, and there is no need to arrange 

any guards. But it was arranged here... it was His Majesty's trust in it. In this 'guarding' task is empty, the 

real task is to find a peerless person who can break into the ninth floor of Wuqi Building. 

The black mist commander stared at the scene on the light curtain, and his heart was surprised, 

followed by puzzlement and endless anger. 

"Such a sergeant, why haven't the four generals told me? Such a sergeant is definitely the most 

important seed, the most important seed that His Majesty the King of God needs. There is no such 

sergeant on the list given to me!" 

There were bursts of angry voices from the Black Mist Commander. His purpose in the endless years of 

the God King Valley was to find the peerless character that His Majesty the God King needed. 

For endless years, he has been waiting, and in order to complete the only task that His Majesty the King 

of God explained, he is even willing to fall! But the four generals were so slack! Obviously there is such 

an excellent sergeant, he has not received any news before! 

"Sergeant Jiujiang?" 

"Eternal Legion Reserve Sergeant?" 

Commander Black Mist immediately began to search for information, only to find out that this sergeant 

had just joined the army for an era. 

The four generals were forgiven for not knowing. 

"Come here to carry out the title task in one epoch? What a confident little guy! No, I have to be careful, 

but don't let this little guy fall for no reason." Commander Black Mist was a little surprised and happy, 

and at the same time began to get nervous, and said It's so good after not being sharpened in the army 

for a long time. If you continue to sharpen it, it will be worth it! 



Thousands of other sergeants died and the Black Mist Commander didn't care. 

Wang Yi, Commander Black Mist is really distressed. 

"Let me see." Commander Black Mist, who was calmer, continued to look at the huge light curtain. 

"I just don't know if he has this hope to climb to the top of Wuqilou!" The black mist commander's eyes 

were full of anticipation. 

... 

On the second floor of Wuqi Building, the vast expanse of dark red land finally regained its calm. 

"ended." 

"it's finally over." 

"Survived, haha, survived." 

In Wang Yi's group, four sergeants actually survived. Except for Wang Yi, the other three sergeants who 

survived the catastrophe were dying, but their faces were full of ecstasy. 

But when they saw Wang Yi, they kept running away. 

The strength of this sergeant, they have also seen clearly before, it is terrible. 

They subconsciously want to stay away. 

Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Four beams of light descended, enveloped Wang Yi and the four of them, 

and instantly disappeared. 

In this batch of sergeants, four of them survived. 

... 

The third floor of Wuqi Building is a vast grassland. With Wang Yi and the others, four figures appeared. 

"The fifth batch has arrived." 

"Hey, the fifth batch actually survived one more than the fourth batch." 

A voice came. 

As soon as Wang Yi appeared, he glanced at the surrounding distance, and saw scattered figures in the 

distance, including sergeant figures and alien beast figures, but the number was quite large, including 

the three of the previous fourth batch of sergeants. Inside. Looking at the vast grassland, including 

himself, there are as many as 16 sergeants. 

"16 sergeants?" Wang Yi glanced at it and didn't care. "The fourth batch and our fifth batch survived 

seven. It seems that the other 9 sergeants belonged to the first three batches." According to the average 

of Wuqilou With a 90% mortality rate, most of these sergeants are expected to die. 

"Jiujiang." The other sergeants in the fourth and fifth batches hid far away when they saw Wang Yi's 

appearance. Only the silver-haired girl came over to say hello. 



"This Jiujiang is so strong. He and I came from the same legion. We have a good relationship. In the next 

test, we may be more confident to pass the test." The silver-haired girl thought to herself. 

When the sergeants in front saw the performance of the fourth and fifth batch of sergeants towards 

Wang Yi, they immediately understood that he was a powerful guy, but they didn't know how powerful 

he was. Sergeant remember. 

"Jiujiang?" 

"Eternal Legion?" 

They all remembered. 

... 

Time passed, day by day. On the tenth day, another group of sergeants arrived, and the sixth group 

consisted of three surviving sergeants. 

Luo Feng was also inside. 

"Haha, Jiujiang." As soon as Luo Feng appeared, he saw Wang Yi and laughed. 

"Another **** armor." The sergeants in the distance were all stunned. 

The silver-haired girl Nolan also watched Luo Feng and Wang Yi walk together in surprise. 

"Did they come together?" 

Luo Feng glanced around, "There are so many sergeants here." 

"Continue to wait, I guess there is still more to wait." Wang Yi said. 

Luo Feng nodded and glanced at the silver-haired girl beside him. "Who is this?" 

"Hello, I'm Nolan from the Eternal Legion." The silver-haired girl smiled. 

"Eternal Legion reserve sergeant, recruit Luo Feng." Luo Feng responded. 

Nolan felt Luo Feng's abundant divine aura, but he was extremely surprised. 

"In the previous level, he didn't seem to have lost his divine body? Is his strength the same as Jiujiang?" 

Nolan could not accept it. "Where did these two monsters come from, are the current recruits so 

perverted?" 

If Nolan was just surprised, the black mist commander who had been paying attention to Wu Qilou's test 

situation was crazy. 

"again!" 

"Another peerless character!" 

Commander Black Mist felt like he was being smashed by the pie in the sky one after another, and his 

mind was dizzy. 

Luo Feng's movement on the second floor really shocked him. 



At least among the four law master sergeants who came to Wuqilou since they led the Patronus King, 

Luo Feng was the strongest one they had ever seen. 

"Jiujiang, Galaxy?" 

"They all just joined the army!" 

"Besides the army, when are there so many geniuses? What do the sergeants in the army eat! Are the 

commanders all trash?" Commander Black Mist was both happy and unable to contain his anger! 

I am happy that I have found the most important seeds that the two **** kings need. 

Outraged at the malfeasance of the military! 

Originally, the existence of the army was to cultivate strong men for His Majesty the King of God, but the 

important people he discovered were not cultivated in the army! 

So what's the use of having an army? 

"waste!" 

"A bunch of trash!" 

"If His Majesty the King of God is still there~www.mtlnovel.com~ I will send them all to the battlefield 

and enter the death camp! Forget them all to die!!!" 

The black mist surged and made a sound of anger! 

I don't know, that's all, the thought of such a peerless character being free from the army and falling 

away accidentally, Commander Black Mist couldn't help trembling in his heart. 

Fortunately, His Majesty the King God bless, let these two sergeants appear in front of him. 

"You three guys, don't fall asleep, hurry up, all wake up!!!" 

The sound boomed, running through the entire silver palace, directly into the depths of the silver-gray 

palace. There, the other three commanders were sleeping. The commander of the Valley of the Gods 

has nothing else at all, so the four of them... all arrange a commander to preside over the overall 

situation of the Valley of the Gods, and also the overall situation of the entire ‘King of the Gods’. The 

other three commanders will be summoned only when something special happens. 

"Boom!" "Boom!" "Boom!" Under the call of the black mist commander, three powerful breaths rose 

from the depths of the ground. 

Chapter 799: will shock 

On the third floor of the silver-gray hall, on the four thrones above the hall, except for the black fog 

shrouded in the far left. 

On the throne second from the left appeared a beautiful woman in silver armor. 

Next to her, there was a burly and tall commander in blood-colored armor. 

On the far right is a scaly beast with a pitch-black body. 
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These are the four leaders of the Valley of the Gods, three of them are the Void True Gods who have 

been sealed, and one of them has broken through to the 'Eternal True God' after a long time has passed. 

Just according to the order of His Majesty the King of God, the four commanders have responsibilities 

and must not leave the world of Jin at all. Just like the four generals, although they are also eternal true 

gods, they are also not allowed to leave the world of Jin. After His Majesty the God King left, some 

eternal true gods were indeed born. They left the world of Jin one by one, and of course never came 

back. 

"Look, those two sergeants in blood-colored armor." Commander Black Mist said in a low voice. 

"Those two?" 

"Is it the sergeant of the two eternal legions?" 

The three commanders also looked forward to the floating light curtain. 

"Do they have anything special?" the handsome silver-armored woman asked. 

"This is the image of their previous battle." Commander Black Mist said, the light curtain changed into 

two scenes, one was Wang Yi's battle from the first to second floors, and the other was Luo Feng's first 

to second layer performance. 

The three commanders watched carefully. 

… 

Not to mention the four leaders who started to pay attention, the third floor, two months passed 

quickly. 

On the grassland on the third floor of Wuqi Building, a total of 40 sergeants have gathered. 

Mutation is born. 

"Boom~~" Over the grassland, a huge vortex suddenly appeared like ripples on the water surface. 

The surviving forty sergeants all looked upwards. 

hum~~ 

Time and space vibrated like ripples. No matter where Wang Yi and his 40 sergeants were in the 

grassland, they were instantly moved and teleported to the bottom of the huge vortex. 

Whoa! ""Wow! ""Wow! ""Wow! " 

The high-altitude vortex suddenly lowered a light curtain. 

Directly surrounds a large area of the grassland with a diameter of about one billion kilometers below, 

completely isolating this large area of one billion kilometers in diameter from the outside world. The 

vortex above is also a billion kilometers in diameter. 

wow~~~ 



In the center of the water-like vortex in the sky, a huge eye suddenly appeared. This huge eye looked 

down, and all the sergeants below, including Wang Yi and Luo Feng, felt as if their souls were frozen. 

"Is this the divine eye?" Wang Yi calmly stared at the eye that gave him a great sense of oppression. 

"Wuqilou!" An old voice echoed in every sergeant's mind, "The first three floors are in danger of life and 

death. As long as you survive the first three floors, there will be no danger of death." 

"From the fourth floor, there will even be various inheritances, rewards, etc... The higher you wait, the 

greater the benefits." The old voice said, "Of course you must survive this third floor." 

The old voice echoed in every sergeant's mind: "You wait for forty sergeants, according to your waiting 

to show your strength on the first two floors... In this third floor, you only have fifteen sergeants to 

survive!" 

"Fifteen sergeants who survive can enter the fourth floor to gain many benefits." 

"Before you survive the third-layer crisis, it is forbidden to enter the warship, otherwise it will be dealt 

with as a failure and will fall into annihilation." 

The old voice's words surprised Wang Yi. There are only fifteen surviving places? 

Those sergeants were worried, especially those sergeants who had been seriously injured and whose 

strength had been greatly reduced. They patrolled the surroundings with uneasy eyes, and fled as soon 

as there was any trouble. 

"Jiujiang, Yinhe." The silver-haired girl Nolan's voice sounded in the ears of the two, "Wu Qilou said that 

only fifteen can survive, but he did not forbid me to wait for the fight. If the crisis on the third floor is 

too difficult, I am afraid that the next A fight broke out." 

"If the situation is not right, you and I can join forces. As long as you survive the first three floors, there 

will be no death crisis, and there will be various inheritance benefits." 

Luo Feng and Wang Yi looked at each other and nodded slightly. In fact, the three of them were almost 

the strongest sergeants in the scene, and no other sergeants dared to deal with them. 

"Boom~~~~" At this time, the huge divine eye in the sky suddenly lit up, and streaks of golden light 

diffused downward. 

"what!" 

"This is…" 

The 40 sergeants below who were cautiously and fully alert all felt the impact of their souls (marks of 

life) at the same time. 

"Wang Yi, this time seems to be a test of willpower, but it's not too strong, we can all resist." Luo Feng 

glanced around. 

The eyes of God emit endless golden light, covering the bottom, and the powerful will shock is 

something that all sergeants can withstand. 



"Don't be careless, it's not clear what this third-level crisis is." Wang Yi reminded. 

"Don't worry, if others can resist, we can definitely resist." Luo Feng's eyes were sharp. 

He is very confident in his will and spiritual realm. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng stood together, calmly resisting, and the silver-haired girl Nolan was also standing 

nearby, resisting the will of the divine eye from above. 

The endless golden light illuminates the grassland, and also illuminates every sergeant, and the power is 

gradually improving. 

Every sergeant can feel it, and the willpower is getting stronger! 

As time passed, the golden light in the high-altitude eyes and the willpower contained in it continued to 

strengthen. From the beginning, everyone could easily bear it, and now some sergeants have struggled. 

"This impact of will has reached the limit of the Lord of Law." Wang Yi is still very relaxed. His will has 

reached the peak of the Void True God, and he is only one line away from the Eternal True God. It is 

naturally effortless to resist the will of the Lord of Law's limit. No effect at all! 

And Luo Feng could easily endure it. After all, he has been sharpening his will for millions of years, and 

his will has also entered the level of a true **** in the void. 

The will of the Void True God level is more common among True Gods. Even in the Universe Sea, there 

are several True Gods who have reached this level. Not to mention the world of Jin. As for the Lord of 

the Universe, there are very few people whose will has reached the level of the 'Void True God'. 

Under the golden light, some sergeants were in great pain. Although they are elites, in terms of will, 

most of them can only be said to be the will of breaking through the bottleneck and reaching the level of 

true gods. There are still a few bad ones. 

"It's only been so long, the will shock is so strong, and it will only get stronger and stronger!" 

"no!" 

"I can't take it anymore!" 

"kill!" 

"Fight for a chance!" 

Some sergeants shot with red eyes, especially those sergeants who believed that their 'will' was not 

strong enough, and they shot desperately and tried their best to kill. 

Because if you kill one, you will have one less opponent. According to Wu Qilou, as long as there are 

fifteen left at the end, it will be over. 

The scene was suddenly chaotic, and some soldiers were killed in the dark. 

Of course, no one dared to approach Wang Yi and the others, so keep calm. 



The silver-haired girl saw that Wang Yi and Luo Feng had no intention of making a move, so she resisted 

not making a move. In fact, she was still very envious of the treasures on those sergeants, but since 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng didn't move, she thought about it, Stand still. 

"It's crazy to kill." Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked on with cold eyes. 

As the impact of the will of the god's eye in the sky became stronger, the soldiers continued to suffer 

casualties. 

"what!" 

"Do not!" 

The shock of will began to gradually exceed the limit of some sergeants. 

Finally, the will shock surpasses the limit of the Lord of Laws! 

boom! 

In an instant, a full 12 sergeants trembled, unable to withstand the shock of will, and instantly fell into a 

coma and collapsed state of consciousness. 

And the divine eye in the sky shot out twelve dazzling purple lights in an instant! The twelve fallen 

sergeants fell into a coma, and the twelve sergeants were directly annihilated, leaving only some battle 

armor, mechanical treasures, and so on. 

"treasure!" 

The sergeants around who were fighting or resisting the shock of will lit up and rushed over. 

"Treasure!" Wang Yi and the three of them also scrambled for the treasure. 

"Go away!" 

"The treasure is mine!" 

The scene was chaotic. 

Almost every sergeant who can go to the third floor has at least two mechanical treasures. After all, they 

all survived from the first floor and the second floor. Wang Yi and Luo Feng relied on their powerful 

strength to **** the treasures left by the five sergeants. The silver-haired girl Nolan robbed the 

treasures left by the two sergeants, and the rest were fought over by other sergeants. 

Om~~ God's eyes illuminate the grassland and illuminate every sergeant. Although the willpower 

contained in the golden light is slow, it has been increasing... If you can't bear it, you will die! 

The number of sergeants is decreasing. 

25 bits...22 bits...18 bits... 

"what!" 

"Kill!" 



"Go to hell! Die for me!" 

The sergeants, who felt that the force of their will was oppressed to the limit, became even more 

insane, and they fought with all their might. 

17 bits…16 bits…15 bits… 

When there were only 15 sergeants left in the entire area illuminated by the god's eyes, the will shock 

had already reached the level of the 'true god's top level', which was close to the true god's limit. 

Except for Wang Yi and Luo Feng, the other 13 sergeants were all struggling. 

Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! 

… 

The divine eye in the sky disappeared into nothingness, and at the same time, 15 beams of light 

descended, covering Wang Yi and his fifteen sergeants, causing them to disappear on the third floor of 

the Wuqi Building. 

… 

The fourth floor of Wuqi Building. 

The fifteen sergeants who survived were all full of anticipation, because according to what Wuqilou told 

them before... Wuqilou only had a death crisis on the first three floors, and from the fourth floor 

onwards, there were only rewards and so on. 

Time and space oscillated, and fifteen sergeants were teleported to the fourth floor. Wang Yi and Luo 

Feng looked around one by one. 

Wang Yi looked around, and there were passages extending all around. There were a large number of 

trees, corpses, etc. on the walls on both sides of each passage, as if countless lives and dead objects 

were sealed on the two walls of the passage. 

The fifteen sergeants looked around hesitantly, none of them dared to act lightly, all waiting for Wu 

Qilou's guidance. 

"brush!" 

The rays of light appeared around, covering every sergeant. 

"Surviving sergeants, you are lucky, because...you came to the fourth floor of Wuqi Building. From this 

floor, you are no longer in danger. Any sergeants are also forbidden to kill each other. If you 

violate...they will be executed!" 

Just the beginning of a paragraph made the other sergeants heave a sigh of relief. 

Not having to keep killing each other would be too good for most of them. 

"The fourth floor of Wuqi Building has many rewards." 

"There are four passages around you, representing different rewards." 



"The passage that faintly glows with white light is a treasure passage. Once you enter, you can get some 

treasures, such as mechanical weapons, such as treasures that restore the divine body, etc." 

"The passage with the faint golden light is the inheritance passage, which contains some special secret 

techniques. If you are lucky, you may be able to obtain some extremely powerful secret techniques." 

"That passage with a faint purple light is the path of the true god. It will guide you how to break through 

and how to become the true god. This is the path of the true **** of the law route." 

"The passage that glows with black light is also the path of the true god, but it is the path of divine 

power. Starting from the divine power, becoming a true god. It is more powerful, but it is also a hundred 

times more difficult." 

"Four channels, only one can be chosen!" 

"What you gain from this passage will determine whether you can enter the fifth floor of Wuqi 

Building." 

"Choose, lucky sergeants." 

The old voice disappeared. 

"Four passages with different rewards." 

Each of the fifteen sergeants looked around the four passages, representing different rewards. 

"Wang Yi, which one do you choose?" Luo Feng asked. 

"The last one, the road to the true God." Wang Yi answered without hesitation. 

Luo Feng was not surprised. 

He knew that Wang Yi, like him, also took the line of supernatural power. 

"Okay, then we'll all take the fourth passage." 

"Jiujiang, Yinhe, which one do you choose?" Nolan, the silver-haired girl, came over, "I plan to choose 

the second one." There was light in the silver-haired girl's eyes, "I got enough mechanical treasures 

before, breaking through to the true god? Yes? I'm not in a hurry, there are only secret techniques... The 

secret techniques contained in Wuqilou are definitely not ordinary, there are special secret techniques. I 

can exert more strength among the powerhouses of the same level." She looked at the two again. 

People, "How about you? What to choose?" 

"Then I wish you the secret technique you want." Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at each other and said. 

"We all choose the last channel." 

"Divine power route?" The silver-haired girl said in surprise. "That's very difficult! Many sergeants follow 

this route and either fail or fail to achieve their desired goals. There are some who are trapped in this 

route and cannot break through. Are you really planning to go?" 

"Yes." Wang Yi said. 

Luo Feng also nodded. 



Nolan originally wanted to persuade, but just saw that they had made up their minds, and finally he 

could only say: "Then I hope you can succeed." 

"Don't worry, we will definitely succeed." Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

Nolan was a little speechless. He shook his head in his heart, wondering whether the two were 

overconfident or blind, the divine power route, the difficulty is well known, how could it be so easy to 

cultivate. 

"Okay, I'm leaving, see you at the barracks." Nolan, the silver-haired girl, waved her hand and walked 

into the passage that was faintly glowing with golden light. After the fourth floor, there was no danger 

to her life, so she felt very relaxed. 

Each sergeant makes a choice according to his own needs. 

It's just... out of the fifteen sergeants, although seven sergeants chose the path of the true god, five of 

them chose the law route. After all, they all know... The law route is the most common, the most 

common and the least difficult, and the divine power route is much more difficult. They haven't even 

succeeded in the law route, so naturally they dare not be too ambitious. 

The only ones who chose the divine power route were Wang Yi and Luo Feng. 

They looked at each other and smiled, entering the path of the true God glowing with black light, and 

their figures disappeared. 

Chapter 800: Only ask for yourself! 

Next to the majestic Wuqi Building in the Valley of the Gods, inside that silver-gray palace. On the four 

thrones of the main hall, the four commanders are sitting, and they are all looking at the floating light 

curtain, which is exactly what happened in Wuqi Building. 

What appeared in the light curtain was the scene on the fourth floor of Wuqi Building. 

When they saw that Jiujiang and Yinhe had entered the path of the true God that glowed with black 

light, the four commanders all smiled. 

"Haha, that's right." 

"Good choice." 

"On the fourth floor of Wuqi Building, the only thing that is really precious is this divine power route. 

This is the hard work of His Majesty the God King." 

"These sergeants Jiujiang and Yinhe are well chosen." 

One by one the leaders sighed. The general army is not clear, but they are the commanders of the God 

King Valley, Wu Qilou, etc. are all entrusted to them to guard, of course they know. In fact... the peerless 

character that His Majesty the King of God needs, it is best to be a true **** of the divine power route. 

After all, in addition to the title task, there is another way to get a seal - as long as you meet 1, the divine 

power route and the life gene is 90,000 times, and 2, all 10,081 basic games of the Rhinoceros Bureau 

are cleared, which can be sealed immediately. , get Wu Qishen immediately! 
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From this requirement, it can be seen that the peerless characters that His Majesty the King of God 

needs, it is best to start with the divine power route. 

Therefore, when Wuqilou was originally built, the only four passages on the fourth floor were the 'God's 

Path', which was left by His Majesty the God King to help those who came later. 

... 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng walked into the path of the true God with black light, but he was the only one 

who appeared in the corridor. 

He looked at the walls on both sides of the corridor, which were sealed with a large number of corpses 

or objects, like specimens. 

"This is the guide of the divine power route that the King of Jin deliberately left behind." 

"I don't know if it inspires me." 

Wang Yi was silent. 

His divine body route has reached more than 70,000 times the genetic level, that is, his own human 

divine body, which has reached a height of hundreds of millions of kilometers. 

Once you choose the divine power route, it can be divided into three levels according to the genetic 

level, especially the third level, which reaches 90,000 times the gene, it is simply a legend! 

Even if the Donghe River was broken in the past dynasties, and the genes reached 90,000 times, there 

were only two. 

Moreover, in the records of the inheritance of the Duandong River lineage, no matter what the divine 

power is set out, no one has ever reached a gene that is 100,000 times, and can only be as close as 

possible! 

Therefore, 90,000 times is already an incredible threshold. When this threshold is reached... Then the 

divine body will be "size as you wish" and "infinite divine body"! 

You must know that it is "divine power" that determines the final volume. The more divine power, the 

larger the volume! 

Of course, once you become a true god, the ultimate divine power reserve will be fixed, so you must 

know that divine power is limited. 

Even the original source of the universe cannot give all energy to a single creature. 

In particular, "the master of the universe breaks through to become the strongest". According to 

common sense, the original universe is only to help a handful of small universes evolve. 

As for the **** body? 

Like the masters of the normal universe, they are all rule routes. After they break through... become 

true gods, and then use the "small universe" to transform chaotic energy into divine power and supply 

themselves. Make yourself reach the level of the strongest in the "10,000-fold gene" universe. 



The third-level limit of the divine body route is infinite volume. 

However, these are only "limits", and it is necessary to absorb divine power to make the divine body 

really bigger. The first two levels can also be supplemented by slowly swallowing the divine power of the 

origin of the universe, but the volume is infinite... The supply of the original universe is limited, and if it 

reaches a certain level, it will not be swallowed. 

In ancient civilizations, one line of inheritance, if the inheritor can break through to 90,000 times the 

gene, the previous generation of inheritors will generally find treasures with massive reserves of divine 

power, so that the younger generation can absorb them to form a divine body with an amazing reserve 

of divine energy. 

Otherwise, you can only absorb and transform slowly by yourself, and the efficiency will undoubtedly be 

very slow. 

Like the true **** of the universe, it is very exaggerated to be able to reach hundreds of millions of 

kilometers of divine body. 

But the divine body of the King of Jin, through the accumulation of infinite years, can reach a volume of 

hundreds of millions of light-years! Comparable to the true **** mini-universe! Simply incredible! 

And this is the advantage brought by the infinite divine body after the gene level reaches 90,000 times! 

... 

On the walls on both sides of the passage, countless specimens form a three-dimensional picture of life, 

all of which are perfect lives! 

However, it was of no use to Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi strolled leisurely, glanced away, and strolled past. 

Going all the way along the walls on both sides of the passage, it took only a moment to reach the end. 

At the end of the passage is a door, and on the door is a three-dimensional picture of a broken life. 

It is flesh and blood life. 

Wang Yi pointed his finger and poured in divine power, quickly replenishing the incomplete three-

dimensional map of life, forming a perfect life map. 

"Boom!" The wooden door at the end of the passage instantly released a blue light, covering Wang Yi. 

Whoosh! The man disappeared in front of the door. 

Time and space oscillated, and Wang Yi appeared out of thin air in the deeper part of the True God's 

Path of the "Divine Power Route". 

The front is still a passage, and there are still walls with countless specimens on both sides of the 

passage. But this vast and deep passage in front of me is actually a river! 

Wang Yi stood on the river, looked down in the sky, and after a little sense of his divine power, he found 

that the river contained endless turbulent divine power! It is like the godless power in the 'law ocean' of 

the original universe, and it can be absorbed and used for one's own use. 



The width and height of the channel are about hundreds of millions of kilometers, and the length is tens 

of billions of kilometers. Such a huge passage... Almost half of it is filled with the river condensed by this 

divine power. 

"The king of gods is well-intentioned and prepared for the latecomers. Even the divine power needed to 

break through the divine body is prepared." Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

The latecomers are enlightened here, and once they are fully enlightened, the divine body will break 

through. Nature needs divine power to replenish. 

Wang Yi looked at the deep passage ahead and continued to move forward. 

On the other side, Luo Feng is also moving forward. His divine body gene level is far lower than Wang 

Yi's, less than 30,000 times. After walking the previous paragraph, his insight has made his gene level a 

little higher, and he happily absorbs Wuzhu's divine power in one fell swoop. His strongest divine body 

state. 

Both are moving forward. It's just that Wang Yi's speed is much faster. 

The four commanders are also anxiously looking forward to it. Even they can't see the deeper scenes of 

this 'divine power route' True God Road. 

'Wuqilou' contains important secrets. Although the four commanders can monitor, they can only 

monitor part of the area. 

Like some special areas, such as the eighth floor, the ninth floor... The four commanders can't detect a 

trace at all. 

Like the depths of the fourth-layer 'Divine Power Route' True God Road, they can't probe. 

They can only wait for Wang Yi and the others to come out of the passage. 

... 

Not long after, Wang Yi stood at the end of the river channel. It was also a wooden door, and on the 

wooden door was also a broken life map. 

Or because Wang Yi is a flesh-and-blood life, this test is still the incomplete picture of a flesh-and-blood 

life. 

This life map is 30,000 times the gene level of life, and Wang Yi completed it quickly without blinking an 

eye. 

"It's not difficult at all." 

hum! The wooden door shot out a blue light that enveloped Wang Yi, directly transporting Wang Yi to 

the deeper part of this True God Road. 

At this time, Luo Feng walked out of the passage less than one percent of the way. 

In another place, "Wow!" Wang Yi appeared out of thin air, and there was still a river channel in front of 

him, with walls on both sides. 



It's just that the river channel is wider and deeper, and the three-dimensional images of life on the walls 

on both sides are more complex and huge. 

"The first stage is a perfect life, the second stage is 10,000 to 30,000 times. The third stage...should be 

30,000 to 60,000 times." Wang Yi glanced at the wall and could feel the wall The mystery and esoteric of 

the stereogram of life. 

"The three-dimensional life map of other races is not very useful for me to break through, just focus on 

the flesh and blood." Wang Yi started watching from the first three-dimensional life map of the flesh and 

blood. Although Wang Yi has exceeded the level of 60,000 times, he can still get some insights from 

these three-dimensional pictures of life. 

Therefore, he does not want to waste. 

"The entire title task is the longest one epoch. On the fourth floor of Wuqi Building, I can only stay for 

half an epoch at most." Wang Yi knew the time. Unless you break through and go to the next floor. 

A month later, Wang Yi walked over to a huge life map at the end of the passage and walked to the 

wooden door. 

"It's easy." Wang Yi smiled. 

On the wooden door is still the incomplete life map of flesh and blood. 

Wang Yi took a little time to complete the incomplete life map. 

Whoa! The blue light shone and teleported Wang Yi to the other end. 

When Wang Yi appeared again, there was a passage in front of him, with walls on both sides of the 

passage, there was no divine seawater in the passage, and there were no specimens on the walls, it was 

blank. 

Wang Yi carefully looked at the walls on both sides of the passage in front of him, there were no 

specimens, no life charts. 

"blank?" 

"There's nothing." Wang Yi shook his head. 

Wang Yi remained motionless and waited patiently. 

suddenly-- 

There are ethereal voices faintly surrounding the passage. 

The ethereal voices were very small but omnipresent. 

Gradually, the sound gradually became louder, and dots of black light appeared in the surrounding 

space. 

Countless light spots began to condense, not far in front of Wang Yi. It turned into a vaguely vague 

figure, which was a vague figure glowing with black light. It seemed normal, but it made Wang Yi 

involuntarily give birth to a heart of worship. 



The blurred figure turned his back to Wang Yi. 

"Being here, you are only the last step away from the ultimate of true gods. Remember... the way of 

true gods, you want to reach the extreme." The fuzzy figure slowly said, "Just ask for yourself!" 

"I hope you can climb to the top of Wuqi Tower..." The blurred figure turned his face slightly, looked at 

Wang Yi's eyes, and then disappeared. 

Wang Yi looked at the place where the blurred figure disappeared. He knew that it was a virtual 

consciousness left by the King of Jin. Maybe looking at myself somewhere. 

Virtual consciousness... It is reasonable to say that it is not life, but it also contains all memories. 

Memory itself is a kind of power. When you know all memories, know all the laws of chaos, etc., it is 

naturally extraordinary. Even when Wang Yi faced this vague figure, he couldn't help being affected. 

"Unbelievable." Wang Yi was amazed. 

The power of a peak powerhouse like the God King is unimaginable. 

At the same time, he recalled the words left behind by the vague figure, "The road to the true God, if 

you want to achieve the ultimate, you can only ask for yourself!" 

Wang Yi was thoughtful and enlightened in his heart. 

"No wonder the third level of the divine body is so difficult. It seems that I can only rely on myself to find 

a way." 

God body 60,000 times! Just normal. 

Ninety thousand times! That is the seed that the kings of gods desire! 

The divine power route is difficult, and the divine power route is 90,000 times the gene, which is the 

pinnacle of difficulty. It can be said that... If you want to follow the path of divine power, your life gene 

will reach 90,000 times and become a true god! The difficulty is so high that it is comparable to 

becoming the 'Eternal True God'! Any true **** with 90,000 times the gene of life can easily become the 

true **** of the void! Even if it becomes the eternal true god, it will not be too difficult. 

"Learning from the nature of the world and the mysteries of the universe." Wang Yi said softly, "Perhaps 

my best method is to study and analyze all substances with the innate secret method of the Youhai 

clone." 

In this world, perhaps only the primordial universe and mature world beast kings can reach a hundred 

thousand times perfect life. 

In the dark, everything seemed to be doomed. 

Wang Yi raised his head. 

"Boom!" A beam of light descended out of thin air and enveloped Wang Yi. Whoosh, Wang Yi 

disappeared into the passage. 

It took only one month for Wang Yi to pass the test of the fourth floor. 



... 

The fifth floor of Wuqi Building is a world of ice and snow. 

"The fifth floor." Wang Yi looked at the endless ice and snow around him. 

... 

The silver-gray palace outside Wuqi Building. 

The four commanders who have been stationed in the Valley of the Gods for a long time are all waiting 

on the throne, because they cannot see all the movements in the depths of the True God Road, and can 

only wait. 

"You said, how long will it take for them to pass the fourth floor?" The black scaled beast was restless. 

The handsome and silver-armored woman next to her frowned and said, "It's only been a long time, and 

it will take 1,800 years." 

"Hopefully, I can successfully enter the next level." Those commanders were anxious. 

"Wow!" 

The light curtain that had been floating there suddenly appeared on the surface. 

"what?" 

"That is……" 

The four commanders all raised their heads at the same time, and when they saw it clearly, they all 

showed stunned expressions. 

"The fifth floor of Wuqi Building!?" 

"It's only been a month, right? Who passed?" 

"Sergeant Jiujiang?" 

"My God!" 

The four leaders were all shocked. 

Although they also thought that the two sergeants would be able to pass through the fourth floor, the 

time was measured in thousand years. 

And now, only one month has passed. 

"This, this..." The four commanders were both surprised and delighted! 

"Definitely, his divine body must have reached a very high level on the divine body route. Maybe it has 

already exceeded 60,000 times, so he passed the fourth floor in such a short time." The commander 

immediately thought of it and let out a low roar of excitement. 

In the past, those sergeants who chose the divine body route took the shortest one thousand years on 

the fourth floor. Compared with Wang Yi, they were far behind! 



"Without the guidance of the divine body route left by His Majesty the God King~www.mtlnovel.com~, 

you have cultivated to this level? It is simply the strongest divine body route genius I have ever seen!" 

Under the excitement of the black mist commander, his body was full of mist. 

"Perhaps so!" 

"The fourth floor is not difficult for him, he is about to start sprinting to the fifth floor!" 

The female commander in silver armor, the burly male commander, the alien beast commander, and the 

black mist commander all seemed excited and looking forward to it. 

"I don't know if this sergeant Jiujiang can break through the third floor in a row and enter the eighth 

floor." 

The fifth, sixth, and seventh floors are of great help to the strong, but also extremely difficult. Many elite 

sergeants in the Jin world have the opportunity to enter the fifth floor, and most of them are fifth. The 

level is eliminated, or the sixth level is eliminated, or even the seventh level is eliminated... There is only 

one who can break into the eighth level. 

Unfortunately, in the end, he still did not reach the ninth floor. 

Sergeant Jiujiang, how far can he go? Can they complete the only task that His Majesty the God-King 

entrusted to them? 

 


